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SUPEHVI
S
IOIT as a factor i_ri^ I mproving Composition in the
Primiy Gradej^.
PART I : THE jISED THE PROBLEM.
Asaumpti ons C onc e rni ng Supe rvi ai on
»
The present compelling need of a philosophy of super-
Vi sion . The confused thought and practice through which
education is at present struggling makes unprecedented de-
mands upon the judgment and responsibility of the supervisor*
The formulation of a philosophy of supervision in keeping
with underlying principles and basic objectives of educa-
tion, and the development, under supe rvi 803ry guidance, of
a body of consistent educational practices is needed, as
never before, if the child who is the sacred concern of
both supervisor and teacher, is to be safeguaitLed against
prevailing wasteful procedures. Recognition of such com-
pelling needs, impels the writer to undertake the present
project in supervision.
The functions of supervisio n. In policy and plan thi
study adheres to the following generally recognized^yet
frequently ignored principles, formulated by Burton as
basic to any good program of supervision:
a) The aim of supervision is improvement of inBtructi|))n.
b) Supervision proceeds upon the basis of definite,
well understood standards. It must supply'’ the means of
1, Burton, W, H,
,
Supervision and the Improvement of
Teaching, D, Appleton Co,, p,9-12.
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enabling teachers to live up to the standards set and to
larry out the program outlined. These purposes it will
tchieve by providing desirable subject matter, naterials
ind methods, as well as ready assistance and advice.
c) Supervision is essentially a cooperative procedure.
t organizes and coordinates the efforts of all who are
loncerned with the instructional side of the educational
lystem.
2
A recent study expresses the same thought concerning
;he functions of supervision, as follows: ’’The most recent
iype of supervision to make its appearance is that of super-
Isicn through educational leadership. In contrast with the
authoritative type of supervision, supervision thi*ough educe
iional leadership attempts to improve conditions by enlist-
,ng the teachers in some large constructive program of schoc
.mprovement. Such problems are presented to the teachers
IB constructive rather than as corrective problems, e.g,
,
-
:he mastery of a new technique, the investigation of some
lew procedure, or experimentation v/ith a new tj'-pe of organ-
.zation. Such a policy removes supervisor and teacher from
ihe relation of superior and inferior, iflaster and novice,
)r director and worker. It assumes that the teacher has
intelligence and that she is able to think, constructively.
:t assumes that points of view, contribution^, and applica-
tions will differ. Supervisor and teacher will, as equals.
•
1
2. Brim, Orville G.
,
Changing and Conflicting Conceptions
in Supervision. Educational Method, Dec, 1930. '
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think together constructively upon problems of basic imix>r-
bance to the schools and of vital interest, in some aspect
^t least, to everyone concerned,”
•’It is generally conceded that supervision not only de-
bands expert leadership, but it also demands just as emphatiJ
isally that the individuality and initiative of the individiaa]
teacher, her spontaneity and professional alertness be kept
iLlive and at their highest pitch. The contribution of the
ieacher is as vital and important as that of the expert abo‘v|e
.3
her,"
"While teachers eagerly welcome suggestions as to ways
4
n which they might achieve a desirable end',’ states Dorsey,
'they take their choice unconscious of supervision, all the
rhile contributing to their own supervision by suggestions
iind experiments, thus being led consteintly into delightful
|ind effective ways of achieving objectives,"
Implica ti ons of the foregoing facts for Jthe^ contemplate
btudy
. Assuming, therefore, that supervision is a coopera-
iive project undertaken for the improvement of instixicti on,
the writer will present evidences that the teaching of com-
position in the primary grades needs to be improved, and to
)utline tentative plans for its prospective improvement
through such supervisory guidance as that indicated in the
studies quoted.
3. Burton, op, cit,
,
p,397
4, Dorsey, S, M,
,
Supervision in Liberating the Teacher,
N, E. A. Proceedings, 1917, p.24.
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The Present Status of Languapie Teacld ng
Evidence of c onfused thought and practi ce • The con-
tused thought which has generally dorai nated educational
procedures for the past decade is evidenced in the tv/o op-
posing viewpoints held by teachers concerning the v/ay that
5omposition should be taught in the priraary grades^
Opposing viewpoints “by^ current professipnaj^
Li terature « These divergent points of viev/ are very terselj
5
Jet forth by Professor Mahoney of Boston University in an
irticle appearing recently in Tlie Journal of Educational
Method, "There seem to be two schools of opinion" .Professoi
Jahoney states j "as to how such teaching can best be done,
)n the one hand, we have those who obviou8lj»- incline to the
.dea that to teach children how to talk and to write as thej
jhould talk and write, the element of training must receive
some considerable attention. Hence, an empliasi s in many
nodern courses on the 'sentence sense,' on correct speech,
?n distinct speech, and so on. Then, on the other hand, we
lave those who feel that all this has been much overdone.
He are crushing spontaneity, stifling expression, sacrificing
3ontent to form,- so they say who emphasize the creative
aspects of language expression. Children, we are told are
6
poets and tend to speak beautifully, interestingly, and
adequately. They soon cease teillcing that v/ay, however,
iiauca o na jl Me thod
,
5, Children's Compos tions
1931, p.314
6. Betzner Jean: Content and To rm of Original CompositionsDictated by chilaren from live to eight years of
Age, Teachers College, Columbia University
, 1950.
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An
)ecau8e we, in our fatuousness, insist that they take on
Jonventi onal patterns* The linquistic youngster is especia]
Ly hard hit. Our insistence upon a general standard of
3xcellence cramps his style unconscionably. And more, to
the same effect, all of which is set forth clearly and con-
Jisely in Jean Betzner^s very recent study of composition
lIIs and how to cure them..
7
"No one today", continues Professor llahoney, "wishes
bo kill off spontaneity in order to attain an oral cori’ect-
aess. Ho one on the other hand, should wish to promote jusu
talk, regardless of its correctness. Tlie problem is to givtt
iue emphasis to both factors, especially in the training of
jroung children.**
Classroom practices reveal confusion of thought . The
article quoted, and others of similar content, reveal exist*
Ing confusion of thought concerning objectives and techniques
In teaching composition. Current practices further reveal
the need of clarifying thought on the subject. To prove th s
point, we have for example, observed first grade children
holding "committee" meetings, mere fragmentary, disjointed
comments on constructions on which they had been engaged.
These reports which constituted a typical contribution to
the English program of the day make the supervisor wonder
what language growth results from such a program. Of what
account is the teacher in such procedure? Are the chdldren
7, Mahoney, op. cit.
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i;a*ining any more language ability because of her presence
ihan they would gain if such coicments were made on the play
i
;round?
We have, furthermore, observed more capable children
(f third grade experience giving long, rambling talks on
iiome topic of interest, while their classmates listened in a|
i'ather passive attitude. In the cases just quoted, neither
;he speakers nor those listening gained any considerable
growth in either content or in ability to express themselves
yet when the teachers were questioned as to what they were
<.oing to improve the cliildren’s ability in oral composition,
jn genuine surprise, they answered to this effect: "Why thi
j a my composition. I am conducting an activities program;**
rr,"! thought that the teacher was not supposed to crush the
child’s spontaneity"; or,"l thought you weren’t supposed to
iiacrifice content to form."
Confusion due to mlaconceptions of theo rl es
,
As their answers indicate, these teachers have been interest
cd in applying the findings of recent educational theory,
hut their procedures give point to the trite comment -
•A little knowledge is a dangerous thing." Note, for exampii
:he implications of such an article as the follovtdng for
teachers who had not sounded the underlying philosopiiy, or
tho did not understand Kearns's reference as applicable only
.
:o children who are especially gifted.
8. Meams, Hughes, Creative Education. The Parents Magazine,
January, 1931. (Condensed by Tlie Readers Digest,
March, 1931).
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"A new attitude toward education ie bringing accumula-
;i ng proof that teachers - and mothers and fathers
^
too -
: sight stop teaching for a while and leam something from the
ihildren themselves,
. . , , JJ^irther, the new view teachee
IS that youngsters of even four and five years of age have
un instinct for the right word, a beautiful untaught rhythm
:,n the cadence of their natural speech, whose outcomes - if
< 7
ue do not step in prematurely to '*teach*^ - are what we have
iilways called literature, . , , ,
’’Parents and teachers alike, however, coirbine early to
root out native expression of individual ability, I do not
Marne them: individual ability expresses itself so crudely
Lt first; its effect is often jarring and upsetting,
"With a deal of gentle persistence teachers and parents
all over this land are saying, ^’Don't say it that way i*' to
thoughts that are said beautifully, , • • « IWhy do they d(
this? Because they do not comprehend the most recent dis-
Jovery in education, that the child*s way is often the crudi
)eginning of the superior way,
**A11 manifestations of child interest, however, are not
lecessarily on the upward path. Someone must come along
^rith expert knowledge of the crude thing which is also the
good thing. At every stage the child must be shown the
iifference between his own good product and ^hat which is
sad
, , • , ,

"Youth has unguessed gifts. To find them is the newest
([uest in education. Tor from this starting point creative
(iducation "begins, building up from something already fine to
JO me thing finer."
.‘I
Such wholesale application of the doctrine of creative
ubility accounts for incidental language teaciiing such as
ihat we have described. The teachers concerned typify a
ijroup of eainest conscientious educators who are laboring
under misconceptions conoeming progressive education and
:,t8 purposes,- teachers whose viewpoints concerning relative
jocial values have not developed apace with their philosophy
concerning the normal development of the child. Otherwise,
ihese teachers would recognize that there are two pliases to
.anguage teaching,- the development of the creative, and also
ihe automatization of certain speech conventions demanded
>y social usage. It is evident that this group of teachers
leed to have their thinking re-directed concerning the ob-
jectives of progressive education, and • the evaluation of
jomposition from the standpoints of social values, related
jbjectives and techniques. So great is their faith in the
sponsors of "progressive education" that the teachers in
question can doubtless be greatly helped by having their
i n
ittenti on called to recent professional li temture/whl ch
9
John Dewey and other apostles of progressive education
9 , The New Republic: Dewey, John, and others. The New
Education Ten Years After. June 4 - Julv 9 1930
inclusive. *' * ‘
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ittempt to straighten out Misconceptions, developed by hastj
enthusiasts, concerning the educational theories which thesi
Leaders have advocated.
In contrast to this group, there are other teachers wh<
recognize generally accepted objectives in teaching priiaary
Language, but who use traditional content and ineffective
procedures in achieving the desired ends. Such teachers,
ire believe, need and will welcome suggestions revealing
enriched content and more effective teaching techniques.
Th.en, there is that other small group of superior
judgment and teaching ability, in whom lies our chief hope
f clearing up confused thought and quest! on£*ble practice.
These teachers recognize that the creative ability oi the
child must be developed, but that skill in the use oi
language is a habit forming process, and that there are,
accordingly, certain fundamental conventions of good usage
and of clearness which must be initiated in the primary
grades, even as are the beginnings of all other skills.
This group ri.ghtfully recognize the creative possibilities
of all subject-matter and they use it, as will be later in-
dicated, as a basis for teacliing and training the child in
desirable language habits. The tliought and teaching abilit
of this group must be capitalized by the supervisor and
disseminated for the common good of all concerned. Through
’
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the leaven of the thought and practise of this group^ the
mpervlsor imy acliieve the function of supervision in ref-
jrence to the teaching of primary composition, namely, -*‘thcl
ifting of its teaching procedures to liigher levels of effec •
10
ti veness."
COACPAKISOU 0? PRESENT OBJECTIVES AITP PHQDUCTS VO: TH THoy"]
by OTHER PEKTODS . An analysis of the three teaching ..
levels ci ted' above will convince the reader that the differej
I
I-
jthey keep accuracy and correctness in close association with
prganization and expression of ideas”. The time will com*(
,
we are told, when the following recommendation of the
12
National Joint Committee on English will be accepted in
caching techniques have their origin in different points oi|
iew regarding the purpose and consequent aims of langiiage
Reaching in the primary grades. What this purpose is, must
>e answered by the teacher herself. Is it merely to allow
shildren to express their thoughts, or to teach them and
irain them in expressing their thoughts clearlj'^ and with
reasonable correctness?
"lakers of courses of study wisely place emphasis on
prganization and expression of ideas as the iirst requisite
I
pf excellent writing and speaking, wMle at the same time
jfuXl; "In the composition course, content should appeal to
the pupil as first in importance; organization, second;
details of punctuation, spelling, sentence structure,
"10
. Wn nkle ,"Wmi am i,
.
, The 1 mp .rovement of Supe rvi si on ;Educ
tional Administration & Suparvi si on ,rvi
,
pec
. 1930 p|64111. Lyman, R.L.
,
Summary of Investigations Relating to GiamLr
T.anguage
,
and Composition.. Tlie University of Chicago”
*
1929. p.9,10,
Bureau of Educati on. Bulletin Ifo . 2

Jhoice of words (matters of careful scrutiny), third.”
This recormnendation has compelling implications for al]
teachers, namely:- first, teach the cMld to think; second,
;each and train hi m to organize his thoughts before express-
.ng them; and third, help him to improve his manner of
jxpressing his thought* Extensive experience in teacliing
ind supervising the teaching of language in the primary
grades leads the writer to believe that the general objec-
tives just outlined are most tersely stated by such authors
13 14
IS Mahoney and Sheri. dan, and that the specific habi ts and
skills for which the primary grades should make themselves
responsible are very definitely stated by the sane
15,16
luthors. Experience and observation indicate tiiat the
findings of these men have proved a benefaction to teachers
if primary English, The decade preceding their publication
found our notions concerning language objectives and appro-
priate techniques very hazy. We were getting satisfactory
results from only that small number of the class who are
generally recognized as "naturally linguistic,” These
:hi Idren monopolized the o pipo rtuni ti e s of their more needy
ilassmtes. In our efforts to get more children to
participate in language activities, we depended upon short
reproduction exercises to establish the sentence habit;
and upon language games, selected on the basis of interest
13. Mahoney, John J.
,
Standards in English. World Book Co.,]:
14. Sheridan, Bernard M.
,
Speaking and Writing English;
Benj. J. Sanborn k Co., Boston, 19£:8, p.lG-17.
15. JJIahoney, cp. cit., p. 41-72
16. Sheridan, op. cit., p. 57-129
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appeal rather than on the basis of individual or group need
0 correct incorrect speech. About fifteen years ago we be-
gan to apply the findings of these two investigators.
Teachers, in general, eagerly accepted the objectives wliich
these authors had so definitely stated, and found them
vhollj'’ adequate and attainable. The results achieved provec
stimulating and satisfactory to both cMldren and teachers.
IITByPECTlVEl^SS py PRESBITT PH)CEDUP^S
Then came the present decade, ushering in new educatiox|«
il theories. The Idaders identified with the new philosophj
Joncerning the normal development of the child were men who
lad merited an enviable reputation in the educational worldJ
?hey advocated ideals which all educators longed to achieve
J
Instead of waiting for these leaders to chart the course
’or them, teachers who were eager to become identified with
;he new theories, rushed in on the trail so newly opened upj
regardless of the hazards en route,
Misconceptions concerni ng aims. As a result of their
superficial interpre tati on, misconceptions have grown up
uround the newer educational theories. Meanwhile, attempts
! lave been made to apply the new theories and techniques to
situations for which they are entirely inappropriate and
lonsequently impracticable. Wasteful procedures have been
serpetrated in the name of" modern theories of educati oct'.
iraturally, the primary grades, where the beginnings of all
c/j.ro'ra ':n I,3i ; ^v tJirt i 'to ::r .i.,,'^ '-ifj;.-- I.
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sducation are made were first affected "by these procedures;
ind, just as naturally, the field of language which has con-
tacts with all subject matter was the first school activity
to become affected. To the experiment, the primary language
jurriculum owes great enrichment of content; but at its doo:
ilso may be laid very ineffective, if not utterly wasteful
procedures. Among the latter, we note a disregard in varyir
legrees for . specific language habits, as evinced by pro*
jedures which promote little, if any, of the grovi^th in that
Language power developed through the objectives and procedu]
)f the preceding decade. We seem to have reverted to '
the days when language teaching consisted of merely allowing
the children to talk, with the occasional introduction of
haphazard drill or incidental correclion.
Recent Emphasis on Self-expression, Tiii s regrettable
stress on free expression is not only noted by teachers of
al go
English, butAy connoisseurs in other fields. To point the
17.
fact, we quote fSrora Gilbert Murray who in a recent article
.n Harpers IJIagazine, characterizes this v/orship of self-
sxpression as a ‘^ricitoua, dogma” perpetrated in the narae of
Bducati on. His comment is as follov/s; "Lastly, there has
oeen a false theory; a theory which has already done a vast
amount of harm in education and is still running riot in th<
sphere of art, I mean the v/orship of self-expression. I
will leave art aside for the present, but in education I
g
es
:
17, Murray, Gilbert, Tlie Crisis in Morals, Harpers llagazi nt
January 1930, p, 136
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jelieve thi a vicious dogma is approaching its unlara?nted
urial. No doubt it had some psychological excuse for comii||g
nto existence as a protest against an excessive author! tar-
.anism which tried to turn out all pupils according to one
pattern. It was right to consider each pupil's character arid
personality and train it in appropriate ways. But to suggeg*
that the pupil's whole duty is to express himself, and the
teacher's whole duty to help him to do so, seems to me to be(
the direct Goiitxaxy of tarae education,"
Shift of emphasi s from teacher-rnotivation gih Id-
:
. ni ti ati ve . That this dogma - in the iiands of radical
mthusiasts - has been "vicious" we must regretfully adroit,
lot only in the field of primary’- English but in grades
four, five and six as well, has the loss in growth been appaijl-
mt. In these grades complaint is voiced by teachers who
lote the comparative loss in language power, lloreover, in
these, as in primary grades, supervisors find it necessary t
j tress not only specific aims but also teaching techniques
which will achieve those aims generally conceded to be ade-
quate and desirable. So regrettable is the condition that
primary and elementary supervisors, under direction fronj
their directing superintendent, have decided to mke a drive
|.n the direction of unified language objectives.
This lack of effective teaching technique, like the mid
[inde rstandings concerni ng objectives, the wri ter believes is
• Of the Boston Public Schools
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due to the shift of emphasis from teacher- 910 tivati on to
chi Id
-i ni ti a ti ve
.
Recent Neglect of Methodolo^^y*. Emphasis on methodolcg
in teacher- training institutions and in extension courses
has meanwhile given way to stress on educational theory
»
Even though the traditional methodologists did not see
method in its relation to educational theory, it would seem
to our experience that the philosophers have almost as com-
pletely ignored their dependency upon method in putting the
theory across. As a matter of fact, theory and method a.re
mutually interdependent; one is useless excepting as the
other gives it sustenance.
In support of our claim that methodology in the field
of English has "been neglected during the past decade, we
observe in current professional literature repeated appeals
for or in defense of method. We mention, as typical, ’’Eng li
s
18
Without Apology", in which the author justly arraigns
English teachers for their "prevailing antagonism towai’d
teaching phases of the technique of expression in the branc
of elementary English known as *Compo si ti on ’ , In the par-
lance of modern English teachers'^ nuea b» Blebckwqll
,
"certain words carxy meanings peculiar to the subject of
English: composition connotes ’free expression', ’self-
expression’, and is concerned with inspiration and ’thought
,r
•
1
1
18.Blackwell, Edna C,
,
English Without Apology: Eler/entaiy
School Journal, Nov, 1930,
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material* rather than with technique. Those aiming to teaci
self-expression assume that all technique except grammar
must be hidden from sight in a respectable English course.
Classroom procedures shov/ that it is actually being taught
but that it is being presented with apologies and that
attempts are made to give it another name H,
19
3ode, of Ohio State University, says in the English Journal
*The question of the teaching of English is bound up with
the question why we should teach, anytiiing at all. If we
leave aside considerations of practical utility, this ques-
tion takes us back to the question of what constitutes a
liberal education or the good lifei!
LG
**Engli sh composition," continues Itiss Blackv/ell, "has
practical utility and, as subject matter alone, surelj'- can
stand with other subjects of the present curriculum when
their contributions to education in its broader sense are
Jonsidered, If we believe in the bliss of ignorance and
the folly of wisdom, why teach anytiiing at all? The unen-
lightened are satisfied with the crude. Shall we apologize
Cor teaching them the greater beauty in- iQore fiiiished
products?*’
•
Again we note the following plea for "Balanced Diet in
21
English" in which the author states: "In A:nerican education
a.s in other fields of development there has been and is a
I
19. Concerning the Teacliing of Eriglish, The English
Journal, llay 1929, p, 386
20. Blackwell, op, cit,
,
p.
21. Balanced Diet in English; The English Journal, XVIII,
January/*, 1929.

large group of teachers who act as stahilizerso These con-
servative colleagues of ours tend to preserve the fo’onda-
tions of the educational systenie They lean toward a coza-
bi nation of methods rather tlian towards the roore popular
'contract* or 'project*. They attach importance to the
acquiring of information concerning what constitutes good
usage as well as the development of initiative. It is in
defense of such teachers that the writer wishes to present
a report of an experiment in balancing the diet in English,
•** A balanced diet in English means *** the mastery of
those points that are necessary for the future correct
speaking and writing of the English language. It means
offering children a good general training. Balanced diet
does not mean the adoption of any one method of teaching;
it means the adaptation of methods to the needs of as
many different pupils as possible",
Difficulty increased by_ and complexi
t
ies
of the subject . As a result of extensive interest and
experience in teaching and supervising teacMng in prir^aiy
grades, in conducting method courses in Teachers College,
and Extension Courses for teachers in service, the writer
is convinced that there is no phase of primary teaching in
which definite improvement is as much needed nor in which
help is more often sought than in that of teacMng oral
and written composition. This is due partly to the nature

of the subject and the complexity of its rarrdficati cns* In
referring to this point, we quote the follov^ring s^’^mpathetic
viewpoint of Opdycke;
'^1^0 teacher need ever lack infomaation as to what to d).
The teacher of English is particularly safe on this point.
But many teachers stand in almost constant need of being
told how to do
.
Particularly are teachers of English unsafs
in this direction, for 35nglish is the siibject that has »iore
pitfalls for the teacher, > no re temptations to bad teaching
than any other. The very wealth and variety of its content
constitute a danger. And by the same token, English is the
subject that offers more opportunities for the teacher,
more inducements to good teaching, than does anj" other in
the entire curriculum. The broader the range of subject-
matter, the greater and more stimulating is the challenge.
But it unfortunately follows as a corollarj'", that the broad-
er and more varied the scope and content of the subject
taught, the more numerous and the more difficult of resis-
tence are the probabilities of error in its teaching,
"The exposition of methodology'’ for the teaching of
elementary workaday English is vastly more difficult than
is generally supposed In teaching other subjects
there is a singleness alike in the point of approach and
in the point of departure. In teaching composition there
may be as many points of approach and contact, and points
22. Opdycke, JohnB., In the Service of Youth, ,Isaac Pitnan
<Sc Sons, New York, 1929, p,5-8
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>f departure, as there are pupils in the class, and even
no re. There is both advantageous ‘and disadvantageous plu-
rality, and this involves complexity of treatment and un-
certainty of issue.
"Inasmuch as subject matter may be and has been so
clearly set forth, and in as much as methodology is neces-
•I
warily so elusive, so dependent upon and colored by a given
setting and circumstance, so varied and ramified in its
nanifestations, it follows that any treatment calculated
primarily to aid teachers in their teaching, must deal with
natter as somewhat minor, and with method as scmewliat
najor
"In view of the foregoing, it is one of the many para-
ioxes of education, that content should have come in for
fuller treatment in most of the state and city syllabi
Issued to date, than methodology has. In but few instances
las there been an attempt in this type of publication to
elaborate method side by side with content* Most syllabi
ooerely define aim and indicate method. This is true, also
(i n a somewhat lesser degiree
,
to be sure) of all too many
3ooks on the teaching of subject-matter - of one department
or another - their titles to the contrary'’ notwithstanding*
The tendency in pedagogical authorship seems, in other wordii,
to be to define aim, to discuss content, to prescribe ptolicy.
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to tell teajjhers what and why
,
and rierely to suggest, or
perhaps intimate, method. The h<^ of tlie teaching function
.8 too frequently left quite in suspense, or in a state of
insufficiently detailed exposL tion. Yet the teacher*8 work
.8 evaluated chiefly on methodology* The visitor to the
5 lass room almost invariably gathers his impression from
•how things are going’. The teachers way or method of im-
parting knowledge or of training children or of getting
results is paramount in his evaluation. It is pretty gener-
Illy taken for granted that the teacher knows Ms subject;
le i s adequately equipped with knowledge of what to do* But
low to do - this is the consideration that influences the
irisi tor’s judgment of the teacher’s merits,
**It follows, therefore, tliat educational direction
should be much more informing upon the method, upon how to
io
,
then it generally is or lias been, Wliatever failures
may be justifiably held against education to date, may be
said to be in no dmall part due to the fact tliat teachers
have been quite disproportionately trained in these two
Important phases. of their work, Tiiey have been omniverously
and indefati gably advised in subject matter; in wiiat to do
and why to do i t. Too often they have been lamentably ne-
glected in tha pedagogy of how to do . And this has happened
quite naturally; partly, as pointed above, because the
20
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former is more concrete and obvious and fimdamental than th^i
latter; partly because the former is more certain and sub-
ceptable of definition and exposition than the latter can
De, Moreover, it has been considered by rreniy teachers and
ii rectors that a too detailed exposition of how to do ob-
structs the free play of personality and interpretation in
the classroom. Methodology enforced to the nth degree
aampers and confines both teacher and pupil,*’
Mindful of the existing state of attitude toward
23
methodology, David Snedden, a recognized authority on educ^.
ti onal matters, in Ms recent book, School Educations bids
us ’’consider possible sciences of iijethods of inducing and
guiding best learnings towards goals clearly foreseen - that
Ls, best teaching processes. **** We have as j'^et made li ttl<
approach to a science of method, but it must be clearly add
ed that probably much of the ground-clearj.ng work to that
end is now being done by psychologists. In other words, we
are splendidly on our way here to great future acMeveirents
n educational science, In da^/s when methodology has been
gnored, in fact scorned, this is indeed hea,rteni ng news:
25
even more so is the following from the same author: ’"T^ie
methods of teacMng include the teacher’s subjectively held
and often artistically expressed procedures in using the
means at her disposal, and all her other procedures, in
23. Snedden, David, School Educati ons-Soci ologi cal Sources
p
Publications, Teachers Collecjk
24 Th- i
Columbia University, New York Ci tv, 1930
^
Ibid, p. 12-13 " ’
25. Ibid, p,25
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setting desired results. **** Must we not assume that the
Jurriculum handbooic here considered will, after clearly i ndl
jating objectives and maid ng clear the values sought througl
them, give in much detail all that scieniific study, experi-
Jnce, and belief have to offer as to best means and methods^
Surely these will be presented richly and in enough variety
bo give the teacher considerable range for the exercise of
ler own powers of choice and initiative!"
The need which Dr. Snedden applies to education in
general is particularly evident in the field of English,
ds Opdycke states, there is no phase af teaching in which
the teacher can run so far afield. If the very nature of
the subject leads a man of Opdycke 's experience and study
to draw such an inference in connection with the teaching
Df Junior High School English, consider hov/ much more ap-
plicable are his findings in connection with the more com-
plex problem of teaching English in the primary school; since
the
all tlie problems that confront the teacher of/junior high
school are present and in a more exaggerated form in the
speech and writing of primary school children. Consequent-
ly, there is greater need of the supervisor’s coning to the
assistance of the primary English teacher than exists in
the case of the teacher of junior high school.
Dearth of Literature on _;^e_ _subJecjb , Mo reove r
,

23,
i
]
there is a comparative dearth of professional literature on
the subject of teaching primary language. To prove the
point, it is significant to note tliat an investigation of
[ -[lyman^s recent Summary containing two hundred sixty-four
innotated references, reveals only twenty-one which, even i
i remote way, touch upon the teaching of language and com-
pos! bion in} the priraarj'- grades. It is hoped tiiat future
Investigators will provide us with more adequate guidance
in this phase of teaching English, This is particularly
[leedful for the first and second grades. They alnost appear
to be the ’Ho Man’s Land 'of language study, and yet an exten
Bive teaching anii supervisory experience convinces the
ivriter that the beginnings of desirable language habits ca.n
2ind should be made in these grades
Scarcity and dual viewpoint of children’s texts on the
subject. Another source of suggestion open to teachers at
other levels but in general not available to teachers of
primary English is that coming from text books on the sub-
ject. Generally speaking, children are not competent to
landle language text books until the latter part of the
third school year. Moreover, a service of eighteen years
on a Council for the Study and Recommendation of Elementary
27
Text Books has convinced the wii ter that only a limited
Piunber of the texts which are available are desirable to
26, Lyman, op, ci t,
27.
Boston Public Schools
*

give to the chi Idren "because the texts are iiicc-nsiati;iiit in
point of address, - now addressing themselves to the child,
and again to the teacher - with a looseness of orgardzation
(vhich makes them of little value or apix^al to either child
or teacher*
?rom the foregoing facts, it is evident that in the
field of primary language, there exists a real supervise!^/
need. The supervisor must accordingly initiate such activi
ties as will lift teaching efficiency in t/d s subject, Tld
she must achieve in ways which will be lYiost economical of
teacher energy and least likely to increase the unrest and
lack of faith which, we must regretfully admit, the present
general upheave! in education has developed toward super-
vi Sion.
Apropos of such a need, Dr. Gates recently said in
effect: ’’There is a general need for a thoroughgoing recr-
ganizcition of materials in harmony vdth the learning situa-
tion, Much more teacldng material is needed than v/e now
have. It lies witliin the field of ingenuity to devise
materials which will free the teacher from the now seed
-
servile work iin wliich she is engaged for levels of higher
efficiency, - to so liberate her that sp^e may develop the
more broadening aspects of that personality about which she
hears so much talk,”
Gates, Arthur I,, Generalization and Transfer of
Learning; Address given before The llass. Assoc,for the Study of Educational Methods, Boston
Januair;- 24, 1931, *
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Dr. Veinon Jones, in reply echoed the same thought,
as follows: “We need to organize our teaching mteiials
and to give them to the teachers in usable form,in8tead
of merely inspiring teachers and then leaving them to
3ollect and organize material for themselves, **
The Situation Surgiiajrtze^^ These then are, in brief,
the facts confronting the supervisor: Supe 3rviBion is a
Jooperative activit^r undertaken for the improvement of
teaching. Observations indicate that the teaching of Eng-
lish in the primai^^ grades needs to be improved. This im-
provement must be achieved by clarifying x-he teacher’s
thought and enriching her experience from the standpoints
5f teaching objectives and teaching tecimiques, Tlie need
Jives rise to the following supervisory problem:
The problem; To collect, oiganize, and disseminate
3uch data as will help primaiy teachers to achieve more
jffectively and economically those objectives which researc
ind experience have determined to be both desirable and
ittai nab le
.
PART II. GSIIBRAL PROCEDURE
i
Consi derations whi ch determine the geners^l jplHl
•
The problem with which the supervisor is thus con-
fronted immediately suggests the follov/i ng general ques-
tions: How can the whole-hearted coope rtiti on of teachers
29, Jones, Vernon, (Occasion quoted)
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be secured v;i th greatest contribution to the problem to be
solved, and yet with least loss to morale? V/hat specific
data are needed in order that teachers muy aciiieve the ob-
jectives of this service study; from w}i£-t sources and by
what procedures shall they be collected? YiD-iat shall be our
plan for organizing the data thus collected? Kow can we
disseninate these data so that they v/ill be rxst effective
In achieving the desired end?
Securing C ooperation of Teacl iers
The most effective instrument ki'-ovvn to the writer’s
experience for securing whole-hearted and economical co-
operation of teachers in any problem concerning the improve-
ment of instruction is the Extension Course, Courses in
teacher-training institutes are of unquestioned vttiue as
ground workjbut, as is generally conceded, not until a
teacher has met and coped with actual teaching situations
a.nd problems in the classroom has she really acquired the
lecessary background for the recognition and diagnosis of
children’s needs, and the teaching insight and skill to
apply the necessar:;’ remedial measures, V/lien such needs
%ri se
,
the teacher experiences a desire for informs-tion con-
cerning her problems. To solve these prc'biems she calls
upon all the facts gained through previous study and exper-
ience, and is, moreover, eager to learn what additional
ineans and procedures other teachers have found successful
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in meeting the same or sircilar situations.
Effectiveness of the Extension Course . Consequently
,
the professional-minded teacher welcomes the opportunity
which the Extension Course provides for the study and solu-
tion of her problems. She brings to the course a "mind-set*
that offers the supervisor fertile ground for any policies
or doctrines she may wish to disseminate. But the supervisor
imast not disappoint the teacher^s hope, nor drain too much
from her energy. She has really enrolled in the course in
the hope of gaining practical help. She believes that she
knows all about the "what** and the "v/hy" of the subject;
she wants to learn what successful teachers are doing and
how they doiit; in short, how to improve her teacliing. Al-
though her purpose in enrolling in the Extension Course is
thus narrowed at the. outset, nevertheless, the supervisor
can artfully use the teacher’s initial interest to develop
the underlying phi. losophy and principles basic 1to the
can
teacher's needs, and/thus provide her with a set of principles
to which she can refer future teaclning problems of related
nature. As a result, both teacher and supervisor may
achieve their dominant purpose and the child will profit by
improved levels of teacliing.
The procedure in Boston Publi c School s. Realizing the
opportunities that such a situation offers for cooperative
•f '
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supervision, the Boston Public School system has establlshe
such courses for its teachers. Attendance at the course is
an entirely voluntary inatter, neither urged nor even sug-
gested, but attracting because of its practical profeesiona
appeal, and thus drawing to it teachers of the proper ’’mind
set" for serious study, Further appeal is added by the fac
that courses so conducted are of college grade, and teacher
are permitted to either fulfill the obligations for credit,
or to attend merely as auditors. Among the latter are al-
ways found highly successful and professional Eluded teach-
ers whose questions stimulate informal discussion and who -
Decause of their recognized teaching ability - awaken and
Inspire the less experienced or less efficient teachers to
the need of greater interest and activity. Out of a sj^m-
pathetic study of their common problems, teachers come to
recognize the findings of the group, not as something im-
posed upon them nor required of them by dogmatists reiix)ved
from actual classroom contacts, but rather a professional
give-and-take of experience under supervisciy leadership.
Meanwhile, wholly unaware of it, those participating are
cooperating in the development of a mutually acceptable and
reliable point of view, to which they can relate their
specific teaching problems, and wiii ch will produce generall;
Improved inst?niction.
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The teachers enrolled in such a course return to thei J
schools, and there discuss what has been suggested, quest! o
Viewpoints presented, and share helpful suggestions. As a
result, desirable doctii nes become disseminated, and volun-
^®c®Pted, and other teachers become interested in
enrolling in the course when it is again offered. To indi-
cate how professional interest in a point of view thus
evolves, and hov/ effectively the seeds of improved teaching
are thus sown, v/e quote the response with which such a ccurise
in The Devela^witent .of Oral and Written Composition in the
Primar;^' Grades was greeted during the years listed. To meet
requests on the part of irixiiy teachers who could not attend
on Saturdays, the course was changed to c»,n*evening course
begi nni ng i n 1925.
Year !.Tunber Teachers Enrolled Eor Credi t As Audi
1925-24 307 256 51
1924-25 208 140 68
1925-26 162 104 56
1926-27 109 96 11
1927-28 151 115 56
Totals
«
937 713 224
rl
Since the total nurrber of primary teachers is apprcxi
-j
mately nine hundred, it is evident that a considerable una
imity in point of view was developed by the course, and ha
aarved its -onmnafl -it. was abandoned in 1927 to meet
Includes teachers who repeated the course one or woretimes.
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more compelling needs.
Meanwhile, several hundred new teachers have joined cu:r
ranks and others have found themselves lost in a m&,ze of ne\^
ind confusing theories concerning education in general and
the teaching, of English in particular. Amid the recent str( ss
Dn enrichment of content, these teachers have lost sight of
joals and guide-posts; they need and wish for direction and
guidance, as is revealed by the numerous requests which the
writer has received from her own and other teaching groups
isking for courses in the teacliing of English. The apparenl
».nxiety over failure to adapt new theories to practice indi-
jates that again there is need for guiding teachers in criti-
jal thought, in the making of wise decisions for themselves,
ind in discernment as to what is of the greatest relative
ralue to the child.
The Extension Course because of past effectiveness is
iccordingly the instrument again determined upon for effect-
ing the required help. Through such a procedure it -is be-
lieved that the proposed supervisory activity will truly be-
3ome a cooperative project undertaken for the improvement oi’
instruction in oral and written composition.
De te rmi^ f^
What data are needed in order that teacliers may acliiev*
the objectives for which this service study is undertaken?
Experience would seem to indicate the following major needs
> ,
W.
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First, those facts needed to establish a common point
)f view*
Second, those facts needed to set up definite objective
Tliird, that information which will acquiaint teachers
with the effective teaching techniques for the achievement
>f the aims set up by the study,
Fourth, such data as will help teachers to establish
Jtandards of acliievement*
Each of these major considerations will, in turn suggest
related sub -problems and the data required for their
>0 lution*
Selecting methods and sources to be used in collecting
( .ata
. It is assumed that the procedure for collecting data
jTust be that which will place at the disposal of all teach-
ers attending the course a maximum of help at a minimum
ixpenditure of teacher energy. It has been the writer’s
experience that teachers in general are liighly professional
: n attitude, but that the majority of them are working under
]iigh pressure, nerved by the strain which the interests of
each department requires, and cense quentlj»- upset bjr any
{ .pparent imposition of additional work. As a result, the
procedure for collecting the desired data v/ill in general
:’ollow the steps outlined*
a) Discussion by the supervisor to suggest outstanding
weeds, and to stimulate and guide thought.
s.
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b) Assignrflent of related reading references for all
.nterested,
c) Reports on reading by those taifi ng the course for
Jredi t.
d) Discussion suggested by the reports and participated
.n by all interested*
e) A survey of the language needs of little chlldiren,
is revealed in their oral and \7ritten compositions and in
professional literature on the subject.
f) Detenri nation of specific objectives of oral and
i^ritten composition, as based upon the foregoing survey.
g) Consideration of individual and group teacliing
problems submitted by teachers or observed by the supervise!
ind organized by the latter on the basis of related objectiv
h) Study of successful teaching procedures suggested by
ilassroom experience and literature on the subject*
i) Study of children’s compositions as a basis for forn
ng standards of judgment, and testing language growth and
leaching success.
Organization and Dissemination of Data
The data collected can best be organized by the super-
''isor around units tf study suggested by the teacliing needs
revealed to her experience. In general, further organizatio
!an be most effectively made by the teachers themselves, al-
ihough typewritten notes sometimes prove best in crystalizin
.
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particular infonnations.
As indicated in our previous consideration, the Exten-
sion Source will provide the most natural and effective pro
oedure for the disserrinating of data thus collected,
PART III. DATA COHCERIIENG liLAJO H AI\T3 RELATED
IIdY PROBLEMS
The Point of View
Its importance
.
The teacher’s point of view is the
peg upon which her objectives and procedures nrast depend fo||c
support; hence, the supervisor must see that the materials
out of which it is shaped and the force with which it is
driven are strong enough to support all that i s to rest
upon it. Accordingly, our fundamental concern in collectin|^
data will be to seek and present such data as will influenc
the teachers’ judgment tov*rard acceptance of that point of
view which is generally regarded as basic to effective
teaching of primary language. Therefore, for purposes of
this need, we shall assume that point of view to be as
follows:
Assumptions concerning the nature of the subject, and
consequen t objectives and techniques .
First: Language is not an end in itself; it is rather
a means to an end, namely - the sharing of exi^erience.
Second: It involves two phases of expression, namely,
the creative, in its original connotation, and skill in the
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use of fundamental language conventions established by
social Usage in the intei^st of clearness and correctness.
Of these two phases, the creative side is obviously the
more vital to life needs; but, hand in hand v;ith it, must
be developed that fundamental clearness and correctness of
expression v^hich social usage demands,
the
Third: The school is responsible for/furtheiing of
both of these abilities. The creative abilities v/ould
develop if the teacher did not exist for the child; other
social agencies would substitute comparable developing
experience. However, the teacher can so guide and direct
the child's creative experiences that they will produce the
greatest language growth possible to hi s intelligence and
experience, TM s she achieves by ini Itiattng and directing
activities w3ii ch enrich the child's exiperjence, and by pro-
viding natural motives for his sharing that expeilence with
others,
Fourth: Growth in desirable language habits, however,
depends chiefly upon teacher guidance and direction for
stimulus. Language is generally recognized as a habit
forming process. Since bad and good habits alike are de-
veloped through practice, it follov/s that desirable language
habits and sld-lls must be initiated and promoted from the
outset. These can be automatized only through systematic
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oea-cJil ng a.n(i pra-cbice in situa.tionB whicli provide opportun-
ity for habitual use of correct forics*
Since skill in the use of language is so largely a
matter of habit, the teacher must conste^ntly appljr the laws
underlying habit formation to all language teacihng and
learning situations.
Opposing points of view. However, as previously stated,
teachers do not all agree to the point of view which v;e havf
here assumed as desirable. Some teachers believe in ’’the
creative” alone. Others go to the opposite extreme and
engage in very formal procedures. Before we can proceed
intelligently, we must establish a common point of view -
a common faith in those basie principles previousl3r assumed
as basic to objectives and procedures.
Although the supervisor hopes to convince' the teachers
of the point of view assumed, she must be cautious of any
suggestion of indoctrination,- a procedure which is not
compatible with democratic supervision and, therefore,
ikely to be regarded as imposition due to dogmatic or un-
stable thinking. Rather must teachers arrive at the point df
view desired through actual faith in its doctrines, Accordir,
ly the supervisor must tactfuHji^ supplj'- such information as
will of itself break down the false theories which teachers
have adopted, and must meanwhile suggest in their stead, thAse
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1
Clearing up misconceptions of the newer theories. The
3hief cause, experience would lead us to believe, of todajr*^
failure to discern the importance of both the creative and
iutomatic phases of language teaching is misconception of tlr
lewer theories concerning the normal development of the chi}
frong inferences doubtless have been caused by superficial
reading and study; by justifiable faith in the leaders of ti
lew movements; by desire to be identified with whatever is
5onsidered progressive; and by consequent oversight of relal
Ly more important social values. Since these are the causes
loijibtless the most convincing procedure to be used in correc
.ng existing misconceptions would be to encourage teachers 1
read and discuss recent literature in which the ver^'' leadere
themselves decry such misconceptions as those now fundaments
iffecting our language procedures, recommending in their ste
the need of skilful! teaching, effective drill and unremit ti
cui dance, Particularlv effective to our need is the symposi
1
•The New Education Ten Years After," published recently in
The New Repub lie.
Especially significant in impressing the dangers of th<
lack of guidance and direction which characterizes much ot (
present procedure in language is the following excerpt irom
2
ewey: "A conflict has persisted between the human and persoi
by the
element represented on the one hand/pu]pi Is , and on the othe
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1. The New Republic, June 4 -July 9, 1930, inclusive,
2, Dewey, John, How Much Freedom in the New Schools? The
New Repiiblic, Julj'- 9, 1930, pp, 204-206,
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the impersonal and objective factor,* the subject matter of
studies, the body of knowledge and organized ski lied accom-
plishment, The antithesis thus set up has resulted in a
lack of balance. I mean that the same reaction agains
dead formal and external studies which affected Parker *8
early reforms, has continued to operate with his successors
and to produce a one-sided emphasis,- that upon pupils at
the expense of subject matter
"To fail to assure children guidance and direction is
not Kierely to permit them to operate in a blind and spasmodj
fashion, but it promotes the formation of habits of immature
undeveloped and egoistic activity. Guidance and direction
mean that the impulses and desires take effect through
material that is impersonal and objective. And this subjec-
matter can be provided in a way that v/ill obtain ordered an<
3onsecutive development of experience only by means of the
thoughtful selection and organization of material by those
laving the broadest experience;- those who treat impulses
and inchoate desires and plans as potentialities of growth
through inteiaction and not as finalities, In some
progressive schools, the fear of adult imi:)osition has be-
soms a veritable phobia. When the fear is analyzed, it meai
simply preferring an immature and ’onri pened experience to a
ripened and thoughtful one Some of the progressive
c
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schools have substituted child dictation for adult dicta-
tion. The teacher is the natural leader in the siiared
acti Vi ty,
"Such reference as has been made to the subject-matte;
of a worthwhile and continuously developing experience is
too general to be of value in actual gijii dance, Hie discovc
of such subject-matter, which induces growth of skill, und€
standing, and rational freedom, is the main question to be
worked out cooperatively The question maybe raised,
however, of whether the tendency of progressive schools* hai
not been to put emphasis upon things that, make schooling
more immediately enjoj'able to pupils rather than upon
things which will give them the understanding and capacity
that are relevant to contemporai^^ social life.**
When Dewey, the apostle of Progressive Education
speaks thus it is proof that the responsibility upon the
supervisor for clearing up such misconceptions is a heavy
one. Dr, Dewey’s remcirks v\fi 11 be a great help in guiding
misled teachers back to thei r bearings,
d
The following exce rpts from Bode will doubtless con-
vince the teacher that our educational leaders consider th
prevailing disregard of past values, the absence of defini
goals, and of scientifically organized subject-matter, - al
matters of grave concern. Doubtless the following penetra
'
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3. Bode, B. H,
,
Apprenti ceslii p or Freedom? Tlie New
Republic, June 4, 1930, p. 61-66.
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.
ting remarks will help sliape more acceptable procedures
than some of the proponents of the newer theories are now
perpetrating upon the children. Bode says: ”The chief
source of our difficulty lies in the fact that v/e delude
ourselves into thinking that the break with the past is morft
complete than it really is. Some of our educational reforml-
ers are at bottom as conventional as the buttons on the
sleeves of a man’s coat
"The outstanding weakness of the new educational move-
ments is that they have no program. .... The doctrine of
'freedom* which is so much in evidence at present in our
American schools, seems to be animated by the idea that
programs are an obstacle to education -- unless they a,re
originated by the pupils themselves, ...o One is left to
wonder why a teacher is needed at all.
"The freedom theory.'’, though always facile in quoting
Dewey to its purpose, seems never to have acquired an under
standing of Dewey *8 conception of freedom,
"According to Dewey, freedom i s achieved through the
exercise of intelligence, whereas the less discriminating
of hi 8 disciples understand him to mean that intelligence i||i
achieved through the exercise of freedom. Taken in this
letter sense, freedom means the absence of external restric
tion; and it seems to be taken for granted that this kind
i'«i f
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of freedom leads automatically to effective, disciplined
thin-king, despite the warning of William James that the de-
fenselessness of children against exte.cnal stimuli, which
makes the child seem to belong less to Mmself than to ever;'’
object which happens to catch his notice, is the first thing
which the teacher must overcome. It never is overcome in
some people, whose work to the end of life, gets done in th(i
Interstices of their ni nd-wanderi ng,
”The other meaning of freedom centers piTecisely in the
ability to go through with an undertaking by the discover;^
of appropriate means, by the surmounting of obstacles and
5y the modification of the original plan or conception in
the light of new facts, TJii s calls both for sustained ef-
fort in the presence of distraction, ana for the exercise
of di scrir:i nati on and constructive imagination - in short,
for real thinking. It may be added that if v/e may trust th€
sxample of scientific thinking, the possession of a body of
scientifically organized matter is of inestimable value, nol
only as a source in later life, but as a basis for present
ohinking. Where such subject matter i b absent, v/e rely lese
)n thinking than on guessing and more or less random expexi-
nenting. The lack of concern for the scientific organizatic
of subject matter as shown by the newer rrcvements in educa-
tion is an oral nous fact. It tends to justify the suspicion
n
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that they seek to acliieve the ends of education by a kind
of inagic,
"In terms of Dewey’s conception of freedom, it is not
at all evident that there i s no place for compulsion or pre^
script! on. Any device is justified if it actually prox.'rttes
thi nking. "
The following excerpts from Joseph K. Hart have perti-
nent implications for that teacher of primary language who
Relieves that only the creative side of the English program
should give the teacher concern.
"The progressive schools have made real contributions
to education. In intellectual lines notev/orthy results hav<
seen achieved: in the field of English, for example, progrej
Bive school pupils have done creative work that outshines
that of students of the formal type.
"To many parents and educators, such results have
seemed to promise an almost miraculous release from the for-
jalities of the academic schools and the rise of a real
5ducation. But - these intellectual and artistic results
lo not stand alone. Other matters must b«k considered and
bhe evil must be taken with the good,
"In the chaos of the day, youth must have patterns to
follow. It cannot get ready for life by taking up the pat-
terns of the past or by growing up in a patternless world
Df its own emotions, and it cannot make its own patterns.
-
Hart, Joseph K,
,
Judging Our Progressive Schools, The
Hew Republic, June 11, 1930.
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There are progressive schools or perhaps individual teacher
i7ho hold that the teacher must not permit herself to he usei
a.3 a pattern, for that would mean the imposition of her own
organization upon the child. But without patterns of some
sort, youthful activities must he random, sporadic, reaching
iesirahle results hy the sheerest accidents, ....
"The progressive school fails at its most vital salien*
nrhen it fails or refuses to offer its children the effectiv<
patterns they need. Such failure or refusal can have hut
one result; the children must pick up wiiatever patterns or
fragments of patterns they find Ijang around loose in their
world - for they must have patterns. Naturally, they usual.
ly find less desirable ones. The teacher of the progress! v(
school must he a fo re sliadowi ng of that more intelligent age
to which all progressive education belongs. Siie must he
tlii 3 or she has little business to he there. She can choosi
Detween being a pattern for the child on the one hand, and
throwing that cM Id hack upon the casual patterns of the
street, the playground or the movies on the other.*'
Many wasteful procedures in English arise from the pre
vailing tendency of teachers to believe that children's
interests should he the sole criterion in selecting activ-
ities, and that consequently children's leads should sup-
plant teacher judgment. The following excerpt from such
.
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ij
authorities as Oates and Thorndike will doubtless stimulate
critical thought and influence teaching attitudes in favor
of the point of view which we have assumed.
"Although all subjects and activities should possess
Intrinsic interest, some are likely to be more interesting
than others. The pupil then prefers some and wishes to ne-
glect the others. The wisdom of young children, especially
Ls insufficient to overcome this tendency. The cldld’s own
Interest is not a perfect gi-iide in the choice of subjects
any more than it is in the selection of foods. It is neces-
sary, therefore, that teachers should assist the child to
3i rcumvent the tendency to follow slavishly the lead of
interest. The extreme position of those who would give the
3hi Id complete freedom to follow his interests is pix-bably
iue mainly to the justified resentment against teachers’
Failures to realize the importance of interest as a sympton
3 f capacity and successful learning and the disastrous re-
sults will ch often come from the crude use of coercion and
iutho li ty to secure work in less attractive subjects. ....
Children's interest in a subject constitutes an important
3 riterion of the s’ibjectfs worth but not the sole criterion,
"The discussion of interest may be summarized by draw-
ing attention to three facts: (a) that guidance is veiy dif-
'
5, Gates, A. I. and Thoindike, E. L,
,
Elementary Principlt
of Education. Jlacmillan, 1929, p, 181-3.
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.
ferent from coercion, (Td ) that genuine interest in a subjec
is not guaaanteed "by a child’s notions about how he will
like it before he has tried it, and (c ) that consequently,
the criterion of interest is not likely to be applied so
effectively by giving the child complete freedom to choose
as by guiding him into those studies and activities, found,
by scientific studies, to be most absoibing, ’•
We anticipate that opinions from such authorities as
quoted will do much to arouse teachers to recognition of
the generally wasteful procedures that are being perpetratepl
in the name of "normal development of the child" and of
"creative education." Since the greatest toll has been
taken in the field of primai^/ English, we feel that it is
now timely to introduce into our improvement program evi-
dence of practices which are in di reet oXati on of the
foregoing «5lairas. *
Erom current literature, the following quotations re-
veal over-emphasis on the creative at the expense of
6
language ski lie. In Tiliss Betzner’s recent study, the author
gives objective evidence to our experience that little
children will both "create" and "kill off" at will, if they
face such a need and their imagination is given sufficient
rein.
The following excerpts from this study prove our
contention that current literature of a radical type has
6. Betzner, op. cit.
,
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affected the judgment of primary/- English teachers, as re-
vealed by the follov/ing oostulates later defended in ss
7
Betzner’s own Study.
"The present attention, directed toward the creative
aspects of language expression, has frequently brought for
ward tlie claims of students of the subject that c}iildren a^fle
poets and tend to speak beauti fully
,
interestingly, and
adequately, and that it is only when tliey take on the coriV€||n
tional speech patterns of those about them that their ex-
8
pressions lose their charm. It has been urged that over-
emphasis on the correct form has led to the neglect of the
inventive, unusual, and original form of expression, liore
over, it has been said that insistence uixui general
standard of excellence has hindered the more able children
in using language as freely as they would wish to use it.
"It has been suggested, b3'- a widel^r accepted authority
on appropriate stories for children, that one of the source
of help in guiding adults, in creating suitable stor^’’ pat-
terns for children, comes straight from the children’s own
spontaneous art forms, A study of cMldren’s storj'" pattern
as one source of such guidance v/ould seem to merit atten-
tion, "
7. Betzner, loc. ci t.
3. Conkling, G. H,
,
Imagination and Children’s Reading,
The Hampshire Book Shop, Inc., 1922, p,5.
9. I^itchell, Lucy Sprague, Here and ITov; Story Bocks, The
Preface. E. P. Dutton oc Co., 1921.
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Prom the last authori ty^'^quo ted by 14 ss Betzner,. aiid
frequently quoted by other devotees of "creative education
the writer presents to her teachers’ consider&-ti on the fol-
lowing excerpts for judgment as to whether any educator is
to be pardoned for offering such "spontaneous art forms",
as hereafter quoted either as a "source of gid dance to
parents," or to little children instead of the more literal;
reading matter available at their age level.. And more to tl
point, we would ask our teachers if such reading matter is
likely to develop the child’s language ability either from
point of content or form, as would other books obviously
Interdicted by the authors quoted because of their "insis-
tence upon a general standard of excellence" in expression.
Note the violation of unity of time and subject in the
11 '
following, proposed as a "pattem**‘5-
"He loved to run av/ay from the rolling waves.
Past, fast, he runs.
Sometimes they catch him,"
And i n thi s I
"She loved the hay.
She loved to jump in it,
Down
,
down
,
down
,
It is soft and prickles.
12
What effect will such a pattern as this have on the
foiiowi ng
child’s sentence sense? Think of the worry the^/ sentence
structure would create if it fell from the pen of a sixth
grade pupi IJ
»
$
le
10. Mitchell, Here and Now Stoiy Books, Tiie Primer, p<,26.
11. Ibid, p.12.
12. Ibid, p,35
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"The tiQ-in is pulling out of the station.
The trunks in the baggage car.
The people in the passenger car.
The little girl looking out of the window;*
And although "rhythmical*’, note the effect of reading
13
such sentence constructions aa the following:
"They (taxis) stop.
They go.
Honk,’ honkj
Round a comer.
Down another street.
On they go.
They stop.
They are in front of the little boy’s house.
The little boy i s at home".
14
And the se
"He ran down the steps of hi s house.
He looked up the street.
Houses, houses, houses.
And then the school,
Past the school, more houses,
Susan coming out of one of them:?
Can we find no better "patterns" for children whom we
wish to teach to speak and write as social usage demands
bhan those we have quoted? Is the fact that cM Idren
"created" the patterns quoted, sufficient justification for
serving them up as models? Can there be any reasonable ob-
jection to our experts in child psychology, who know both
5hildren’s interests and children’s needs, providing pattern
/hi ch meet "the standard of excellence" decried by our au-
thors as inhibiting "the inventive, unusual, and original
15
form of expression"?
8
1.3. Ibid, P.75.
U. Ibid, p.91
1.5, Betzner, op. cit,, p.3
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Teachers can he further aroused to the disastrous
results consequent to over-empliasi s on the ’’creative” at
the expense of language teaching and training, if their at-
tention is directed to some of the recent course,s ol study
"built up solely around child 2:en ’8 interests* ^e shall
ask our teachers incidentally to consider if sonje of the
required activities night not be just as successfully con-
ducted on the playground as in the classroom* Evidence to
point this fact is found in the bulletin irecently issued by
tWc
p. United States Department of the Inteador, - a curriculum
built up entirely on an activity basis, in wliich informal
spontaneous conversations comprise the mtijoi' portion oi all
English activity, and teaching and training in how to talk
are given no recognizable conside ration*
Summ 0 f J)e r _obj3ej^ed^ in_ jthe_ Jldtej:
a ture ^rac 1h.p!_e_ jDf_ SJL
point* Erom study of the foregoing data, based upon proies-
sional literature and practice propounded by the devotees of
the ”creative” viewpoint, the following reg.rettable
tenden-
cies will be noted by teachers.
1. msinterpreting Integrated aotivitiea to mean
the
elimination of all organized BngUsh
at least of all fomal work ainied at building up
language habits and skills*
2, Substitution of informal discussion and activities
for directed language activities*
16. California Curri- culum Coiruoi ssion, California State
Department of Education, Teachers’ Gruide to Child
Development - a TJfeinual for ICindergarten and Primary
Teachers: Bui. Uoo26, U, S, Dept, of the Interior,
Washington, 1930, p.195.
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3<, Dependence upon incidental cor.rections for achieve
-
znent of fundamental haoits and skiiiso
4* Slavish following of children's leads at the expense
of teacher judgment and ideals*
5# Condoning all omissions in the name of "progressive
education*
"
Vi_ej/^oi_nj^
-PX "Creati ve" School
Having focused attention upon the outstanding weakness#
bs of the "creative" point of view, the next step in our im<'
provement program will be to examine the situation from the
standpoint of those who regard such a program as inadequate,
rhey believe that the content side of language development i
nost important, but nevertheless, it must be guided and con
trolled toward desirable ends; that, hand in hand with it
nust be developed those fundamental language habits e stabli^lhed
)y social usage; and that in harmony with the law of primacj
labits must be initiated ana practiced unremi tti ngly from tire
time the child enters school* When he i s young, he is not
sensitive to his shortcomings,- a fact that actuates jarentt
ind teachers in initiating piano practice and similar ski 1).
acquiring experiences during the child's early years; hence
the value also of initiating the right language habits whi 1<
the child is young*
Sviderwes ^:^om profe 33ip_r^l_jy.J^rg^tuj^_* An eltective
wedge for driving home our faith in systematic teaching and
training in oral composition is at hand in Prole ssor
— ? - 1 1 xagagaiM
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Mahonejr's previously quoted discussion of IJLss Eetzner’s
Study. Suimmxizing his viewpoint, Professor Mahoney states
'Ko one today wishes to kill off spontaneity in order to at
tain an oral correctness, I'To one on the other hand, should
wish to promote just talk, regardless of its correctness.
The problem is to give due emphasis to both factors, especial.
ly in the training of yo'ong ciiildren,*'
lb
The same authority may be further studied in defense c:
our thesis that not only should the creative phase of the
chi Id ^6 language be developed but that there should also be
systematic teaching and traitiing to automatize those iiabits
which make for fundamental language skills.* Our author
presents the thought in the following straiglitfoiward style
**yet it must be said again, in this connection, that there
L 8 no thought of depreciating the value that must come to
oral language from the use of the daily school program wi th
all the abundant and rich material provided by the work in
reading, literature, history, nature study, picture study,
itc* Once more, ’'Eveiy lesson is a language lesson^* Eveij'-
time a child talks he i s tailing »oral language, i if one may
so express it# The teacher who skillfully avails herself
of all that is appealing, thought -provoking, dramatic, in-
spiilng, in the dailji- program will not go far wrong. On thj^
contrary, she will, in all probability, be teaching in a
17. Tfehoney, J. J,
,
Children's Compositions. Educational
Method, Tebruaiy, 1931, p.ol4,
18, Mahoney, John J,
,
Standards in English, p. 9,10.
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very stimulating way. But then, after all, if she does thi
she will not be asld. ng children simply to reproduce, in the
sense referred to above.
Another thought: Oral composition means more than
mere ’ talldng' on the part of the pupil, Tliere is an old
saying that ^talk is cheap,’
.
It is to be feared that not
a little of the ‘talking* that takes place in the ’(Oral
language’ period is cheap, indeed, in the sense that it is
of little value, except as i t gives the teacher a chance to
engage in the somewhat negative performance of correcting
occasional grammatical errors. It profits little tljat
children should merely talk, The^r should talk to some pur-
pose - to different purposes, in fact, at different times.
Just what these purposes or aims are, both the teacher and
the pupils should have in mind at all times. It is even
more important in the case of spoken tiian of written Engli s
that teachers from gi^ide to grade should know just what the
are aining at, and why. Per all the qualities that are to
be developed in the written composition may be, and ought
to be, developed first in the oral work: good sentences
grammatical correctness, choice of words, and so on. The
development, of course, will have very hurble beginnings.
But there must be development improvement all along the
line, or the work is aimless,**
1
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From Sheridan also, we present recognition of the need
of definite training and practice, as follows:
*’The lack of a clear and definite li imitation of the wojk
to he covered in language teaching in the elernentaiy school
has heen responsible for much of the waste whd ch has attend-
ed the teaching of the subject Pupils who leave the
elementary school before completing this course will be
better off for having been taught a smaller nuntoer of things
thoroughly and for having had abundant practice in these
few fundamental thingSo"
The following excernt from ’’Self-Help Methods of
20
Teaching English” ought to lend weight and promote accept-
ance of our postulate.
'*It has so m.e times been urged that since language is
the universal medium of expression, no language lessons as
such are necessary, the other activities of the school af-
fording ample opportunity for the required training. Pos-
sibly under ideal conditions with ideal teachers, and per-
haps ideal pupils, the argument would be sound. The plan
has been tried, however, again and again, v/ith disappoint-
ing results. It is now generally conceded that a mere
rapid growth in language power results under a system pro-
viding for lessons whose meun aim is the master^'- of the
technique that is to be applied in all situations requiring
:
the use of language,”
IS. Op. ci t.
,
p.2
20, Wohlfarth, Julia H.
,
World Book Co., 1926, p,l6
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Additional force my be gathered for our the&ie, bythp
further
/reading and discussion of professional literatui*e VvM ch
stresses a similar point of view, in '’Lletliods in Eletientariir
iil
English,” the authors have stated a siirdlar aim as follov\fs;
“All successful v^ork in English composition, whether
oral or written, is based on the formation of correct
language habits by daily practice. Helping a eld Id to undeir
stand that an expression is incorrect does little, if any-
thing, towards overcoming his bad habit; a kiiowledge of gra
matical rules will not cause a child to employ accurate
English, Only as he uses the proper expression often enou^
to make i t hi s own - to make it habitual - will he use, in
his unconscious choice of language, better English, In the
upper grades the study of grammar will confi rm and streng-
then good habits already formed in the grades below, but
gramii-tir itself cannot be the basis of the children’s cor-
rect choicei of language. Good language liabi ts should be
formed long before the time arrives for studying te clinical
grammar. In the choice of subject matter for the children’le
compositions, in the building of power in sentence and para
graph stiucture, and in the gEt-i/ies and other exercises sug-
gested for use in corrective work, the aim of the autliors
has been to provide for the gradual and natural formation
of habits of correct speech and v;riting,”
21, Young, ITell J. and Uemraott, Frederick W,, p. Appleton
uc Co,, 1923, Preface, p,Vl,
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It is 'believed that the excerpts from the report cf
Professor lUndlay, su'biTitted at no less an occaei on than th>
lUfth World Conference of the ITew Education Fellowship held
at Elsinore, Denmark, in August 192», will have convincing-
weight for those who tlaink. that the taruly "progressive”
believes only in the "creative" side of language; or who
may have any remaining doubt concerning the dual needs of
[language teaching.
"Language .... must be handled as an art rather than
a,8 a body of knowledge. The psychology, therefore, to whicli
the learner turns is the psychology of skill, analogous to
that illustrated by learning to skate or to drive a motor- c< .r.
"Since the immediate object i s to establish habits
which cannot be undermined, the learner needs daily drill
If early mastery is to be attained,"
Evidences from recently orpiarized Courses of Study
.
The supervisor may further influence judgment in favor of
the point of view assumed as desirable by calling the atten
ti on of the teachers to recent Courses of Study which ax’s
built upon the point of view expressed. Among these we not^
particularly the excellent course whicli has been organized
Orr
by the Chicago Public School System during the current
year, Tlie course of study in English published recently by
the teachers _qf^_'Ua^
22, Boyd, ^in.
,
Editor, Towards a ITew Education, Alfred A,
Knops, Lo 2i(lon, 19oQ, p.4Q8~409.
Chicago Public Schools, Bureau of Curriculum, A Course
of Study in English, Cliicago Public Schools ,Grades
I
-111, Bulletin E-125, 1931 (typed copy),
24, Leominster Public Schools, Constructive English, Course
of Study for Grades I -VI
,
Leoiri nster, Hass. ,1928.
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the dual viewpoint which we here defend*
It is assuined that from the foregoing data, the former
ievotees of the "creative” point of view will be convinced
that the weight of evidence is on the side of organized
language teaching, and consequently, that such a teacliing
plan is the onlj»- one' to adopt.
Ifi. sc one options Concerning the Meaning of Oial Composition
Having removed this most pernicious and most obdurate
of 'till present-day causes of ineffective language teacliing,
we shall now proceed to clear up another misconception,
namely,- that concerning the meaning of or€<.l language or,
more specifically^ oral composition,
I.ti sunders tandings and abuses of "Conversation." Much
Ineffective teaching has resulted because of mi sccnceptions
concerning the meaning of oral language, itany primary
courses of study have listed "Conversation" as a means of
achieving the aims of oral language. The prominence given
to "Conversation" is doubtless due to the desire of curri-
culum makers to introduce spontaneity into the oral langu8-g(
procedures. Moreover, the introduction of ’’Conversation"
Is to be defended on grounds of social value. The connota-
tion of the term, however, has been disastrous; it has in
many cases misled teachers, and has absorbed the larger
term, "Oral I/inguage." Moreover, the "Conversation" exer-
cise itself has frequently been allowed to de teii o rette into

:- g k
mere aimless talk, the sort of talk which Professor Ife-honey
in the previously quoted passage, characterizes as "cheap,
in the sense that it is of little value, except as i t gives
the teacher a chance to engage in the somewhat negative per-
formance of correcting occasional grammatical errorso It
profits little that children should merely'- talk, Tliey
should talk to som^e purpose. Just what these purposes or
aims are, "both the teacher and children should have in ilnd
at all times,"
However, the introduction of the term "Conversation”
into the primary courses of study as a "iraeans" rather than
as a language activity has caused and justified regrettable
procedures. Hence, the primary supervisor in outlining a
program of im.provem.ent in language construction must trj'’
to clear up the abuses to which the introduction of the
term "Conversation” has given rise. Tlii s she can achieve
by driving home the fact that child’s home and play experi-
ences will provide largely for the development of conversa-
tional experience; that the give-and-take which grows up
around other school subjects or activities will also stim-
ulate much conversation; and, therefore, that the time set
aside for oral language must be given to the accompli shirsent
of very definite aims of which both teacher and ciii Idren
are fully conscious.
25, Standards dh English, p,9-10.
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Di ffe renti cition of Oral Composition and Di scours *4
Misconceptions imy be further counteracted by differentia-
tion of oral composition and common speech. This is convirj
26
Ingly outlined by Kendall and larick, ecuchfc-d.in ^-phraaing tl
leaves no doubt in a teacher’s mind. These authors state:
"Oral Composition and Common Speech are quite unlike. The
latter is fragm*entaiy ; its purpose is indefinite. On the
other hand Oral Composition is thought and language sti’uc-
ture whose parts are carefully arranged and put together
according to a definite, preconceived plan,- not loexe
sabbli ng,
"
Defining Oral Composition. For purposes of cur pros-
pective improvement program, we shall impress the definitioi
27
a-s phrased by Sheridan:
"Oral composition, as the term is used in this course
of study, means a great deal more than ordinaiy talJ^ing or
conversation, which as often as not is fragmentary and dis-
connected. By oral composition is meant a "body of connectec
speech, large enough in scope to demand attention to its
structure and form. All the qualities that are to be de-
veloped in the written composition may be, and ought to
be, developed first in the oral exercise,"
Such differentiation of oral composition and free dis-
course will do much to clear up Jii sconcepti ons concerring
» ^
lat
1
kendall, IT, ic iCi ok, G. A.
,
IIu\/ tcj Teaoii tiife
Tundanental Subjects, Kcughtc n It ff li n Co.
,
1915. p. 69.
^7. Op. cit., 6-7.
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.
the meaning of oral language, and to impress the fact that
the oral composition period is not in general to be devoted
to conversation, but rather to bona fide compo^i-ti on,
I 'Ui Idi ng Up an Appreciation of the Relati ve Impo rtance of
~
Prevalent negle ct _pf. Oral Composi tion . Unless the
supervisor can awaken the teacher to a keener appreciation
of the importance of language traiiiing to future life suc-
cess, a» compared with other subjects of the curriculum, alltL
that precedes or follows in our improvement program topples
over; for, oral composition, it must regretfulli*- be admi tte|ii
is the most neglected of all subjects. The reasons are
obvious; first, English, and Priraaiy Grade English especialj.
ly, is the most difficult and most uncertain of all teach-
ing demands; secondly, if pressure and interruption make
the elimination of any class exercise necessary, the omis-
sion of English will from an objective standpoint be noticeld
least; and thirdly, because despite our efforts to establisti
school and grade standards .attainment and results in ci’al
composi ti on, particularly
,
cannot be measured with that ob-
jectiveness which cliarac terizes attainrrjent of standards in
other subjects.
Because of these facts, it will be necessary for the
supervisor to impress upon the teaclier’s mind how great
will be such loss to the cliild’s future, and how resulti ngl|k»-

great is her responsibility in the mtter,
Neglec t revealed by evi dences from literature and expe : *-
1 ence« The following plan has been found effective in driv-
ing home the thought that English teaching in the past has
failed to function.
First; reading to teachers from current literature evi
-
lences of the inability of fine thinkers to express them-
selves in audience situations. Particularly effective is ai
i;8
article in which liartin Littleton renowned toast-master anc
ifter-dinner speaker, recalls the anguish suffered by after*
iinner speakers in general. One of these incidents describes
i man brave enough to jump into icy v/ater to rescue a drown*
.ng man, but who chokes and cannot muster sufficient courage
to even say »'Thank You” when he is called upon in the pres-
ence of others to say a few words in acceptance of a medal
which has been conferred upon him in acknov\fledgment of Ills
leroi sm.
Similar experiences of stage "stars’’, 'recounted in a
29
short article in ’’Liberty" of the same month help to imprest
the need of training and practice in speaking in audience
si tuati ons.
Second; recalling and dramaticalljr driving home to
teachers their own timidity in speaking at teachers meetingi
and in similar audience situations v«^hich touch the common
28, Idttleton, Iife-rtin, After Dinner Speakers, American
I^agazlne, October, 1923,
29, Liberty, October 1923.
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exx>erience of the group* Definite questions will arouse and
at the sane time draw forth tacit admission of shortcomings
suffered by teachers in similar situations*
Third; reading from references which show that this
inability to talk in audience situations maintains even
among college seniors. The following remarks by Benjamin
30
Ide Wheeler provides definite evidence of the fact; **It is
shocking to observe college seniors standing with faces
averted, eyes cast downward, mumbling statements that can
scarcely be heard three paces away. They often succeed in
giving a small percentage or wrong impression of what they
believe The greatest gift you can give the American
boy or girl today is the English language; that he be able
to stand on his two feet and say things,"
That oral English has failed to function in life sit-
uations is thus lOide evident from the expressed testimony
of others and from the teacher's own tacit aamission. Ob-
viously, the teacher can infer but two causes, namely,-
inefficient teaching and neglect. And quite as obviously
follows our claim that what has been denied us, we must
give to our children, namely,- from the day the child en-
ters Kindergarten there must be daily training and practice
in speaking in audience situations - the child with some-
thing interesting to tell and his classmates listening
-p-ftly and GnurteoUBlV,
30. Freeland, G, E.
,
Slementar;^r School Practices,
Macmillan, 1926, p, 229-231,
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1
Relative importance of Oral Composition ana other
jurricular values. The comparison of Kn^lish with other
values of the curriculum must now be raaae in order to furthe
.mpress the debt which the teacher owes to the faithful teac
.ng of composition. The comparative social values of langufi
ind arithmetic are arrived at by questions wMch comi)el the
ieacher to enumerate her daily uses for arithmetic, and fror
these limited uses she is led to generalize the need which t
iverage person has for arithmetic during the average aay, ae
jompared with her needs for oral language. The following sell
jearching question is then asked: ”To which of these t»vo
mbjects, however, do we devote more attention?*'
The supervisor prepares the way for the comf)arative
ralues of oral and written composition by asking the teach-
iTQ to select a typical da;;- and to jot down the occasions
the 3r have had for written composition on that aajr. The sura-
narized needs will be few,- chief I;'- the noting ol memoranda,
the writing of an occasional formal business or social note,
5 r an occasional letter written to someone living at a dis-
tance, These needs will form a signilicant contrast to the
question then asked: Could you list as quickl;/ the
occasions upon which you talked todaj'-?
The teacher’s responsibility in the jcatter is efiectiv(
ly pointed by asking her to put the lollowing questions to
r
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To further impress the relative values of oral and
written language, we present the following data: - in Dallas,
Cexas, a questionnaire recently sent out to two hundred
ihousand business and professional men from var;^ri ng walks
3 f life - men who had attained success and prominence in
bhei r respective fields - sought information concerning the
proportionate percentage of the business day which these mer
5ave over to oral and written language. The results showed
that the Written English used by them totalled eight and
Dne-half percent of their entire time, vdii le Oral English
Dccupied ninety one and one-half percent of their social
Sind business day,
• Baker, Elizabeth W,
,
Causes for the Dei3a&,nd for
Spoken English, The English Journal, Oct. 192^1
p. 595-597. 1
’

her professional conscience:
Do you believe that oral language is an important
factor in your own social and business success?
Have you the ability that you should have in audience
si tuations?
Do you believe that some of your inability is due to
insufficient training?
Do you believe that some of it was caused by your re-
ceiving inefficient teaching, or by neglect of teaching?
Do you believe that the child should be given that
systematic practice which you have been denied?
And then
Do you carefull^r plan every lesson in oral composition
to the end that it will be most effective in preparing the
child to meet social needs?
If interruptions occur in yo\xr plans for the day and
yon lose time, what class exercise do you most often omit?
In effect,- do you ever neglect your responsibility
to the child in the matter of oral comiX'si ti on?
nve s t iga ti ObJe Bjtsi_^ .Pj,.
With the teacher’s mind now properly atti tuded toward
the child’s need and the responsi bi li ty due him, she is
ready to investigate the needs of her own particular group
She needs to be reminded that her problem is an individual
one, and that ahe can only aiacove r the high spot s upon
* Insert appended "Omission".
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which she must focus attention hy an actual survey of class
and individual needs.
Variation in needs« That these needs v/i 11 vary widely
is obvious. Nevertheless, teachers in "imriU grant districts”
where the burden is heaviest and most discouraging, need
sympathetic reminders of the fact. The follovdng are al-
ways heartening to them and stimulating to the teachers
whose children come from more favorable conditions. To thi 5
end, we shall remind the teacher that scientific investiga-
tions have revealed a difference of two years in language
ability in parallel grades located in different parts of
the same city.
31
!Prom I'jJiss Moore’s book we select the following re-
marks on regional differences in language ability.
’’Breadth of experience, as v/ell as abundant practice
of the right kind, we recognize as very important in deveio
ing language ability. Children who are constantly in com-
pany of superior adults and talk about tilings and events
which would not ordinarily be in their range, develop rap-
idly in oral expression] wlii le 'from other leas favored
homes come little cliildren who liave not seen, felt, heard
or thought one tenth as nruch; and of the impoverished life
which surrounds them, they are silent witnesses rather than
responsible and responsive participants.”
31 , Moore, Annie E, , The Primary School., Houghton Ififflin
Co., 1925, p. 127-128.
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To serve as a guide in conducting the proposed survey
the teachers are asked to use the following procedure, pat-
r r-
terned after that outli ned hy ss IfcGregor in her ’’Super-
vised Study in English.”
Survey of Class Ab iliti es and aahj lit i_e_8_ i^
Oral Language
1, Purpo se,
a) To obtain accurate information concerning the in-
dividual needs of your own particular class.
b y To provide a more accurate course of study than you
have previously had.
c ) To enable you to distribute teaching and. drill \vhei||B
it is most needed,
d) To eliminate waste in your teaching.
2 • Procedure
a) Prepare a set of index cards for each child 6.& an
aid in noting errors.
b) Tell the children to be prepared daily to tell the
class some experience in v^/hich they are interest'
ed. Encourage them to talk freely. Do, not interj-
rupt nor correct thechiidr^.TM s will seem Hke
an extravagant procedure but it will mean later
economy in teacM ng,
c ) As a child talks, jot down lii s most flagrf«.nt errore
or shortcomings. Tliese rnay be listed in codifie
form to economize time and effort.
d) Continue this procedure for two weeks,
e) Transfer findings to a chart for desk use. Tabulat
under the following headings:
the
(l) Technicalities. ITame/most flagrant
a) Verb errors (He aint)
32. LTcGregor, Laura, Supervised Study i n Eng li sh, p.21,
Ife-cmi llan.
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b ) Pronoun errors (Me and him went)
c) Colloquiali siES (l got it off-a-him)
d) ITi sprcnunciati ons (caughdri for caught)
{k.) Utterance,
Tones: audible or repressed
Pnunci ati on: disti net or i ndl sti net (iTote
specific violations)
spronunci^iti ons: (Note specific errors)
( 3 ) Vocabulaiy.
Ciiarac te rl ze as good, fai r
,
i mpove il she
d
( 4*) Sentence sense.
Characterize as well developed; of the ’-run
on” type; ’’monosyllabic”; or in notations
of similar significance,
0. Outcomes
1, General needs of ny class (last them)
h. Children standing in need of special atxention
(Li St them)
.
Genera^ Aim, Teachers are now ready to accept the
following general aim for the teaching of oral composition
in the prirrar^’- grades:
To give children training and prcictice which will en-
able them, to give several connected sentences upon a topic
of interest to them.; speaii ng in tones that ra-y be hea.ix3.
and en.ioyed by ail; using clean-cut sentences; language
that is reasonably correct; and a vocabular;}^ that is fit-
ting and childlike.
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Each succeeding grade is expected to lijard fest greater
skill in speaking in clean-cut sentences; greater evidence
of correct sequence; increased master^/ over the technical-
ities selected for drill in its own and previous grades;
increased pride in the acquisition of appropriate vocahulaly,
T ea^cjggpj^rqh_lems
.
Teaching difficulties stand in th«
way of achieving these objectives. Any program of improve
ment in teaching mst provide opportunity for the teachers
to state their prohlems, «a.nd see tliat they receive the re-
quired help in meeting them. Accordingly, the supervisor
invites the group to submit their problems. To encourage
frankness, teachers are asked to submit them in writing,
unsigned, to be collected prorai scuousl^'-.
An extensive previous experience indicates that, as
in the past, the teaching problems to be subrai tted at the
proposed Extension Course will group around the following
main topics; namely,
-
1. Getting the children to talk.
2. Stimulating and encouraging the monosyllabic or dif-
fident child.
3. Guiding and controlling the garrulous cliild,
4,
Getting the children to use clean-cut sentences,
5.
Holding the cliildren to the point - or, getting them
to speak in related sentences.
6o Developing originality of thought and expression.
- n. gnnd •hpgj nni ng and ending sentences.
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8, Improving the vocahulary in which ideas are expressei
9, Securing distinct speech,
10, Correcting flagrant errors of speech,
11, The conduct of the written composition lesson.
lii. Integrating the mtexials of activities uid ts with
the more formal phases of language.
Accordingly, through assigned reading, di sc us si on and
reports, the following data v>ri 11 he placed at the disposal
of the teachers,
Ge tti ng the Clnj Idren to Talk
LIuch of the difficulty in this line centers about
inability of little children to select a subject, Tliej'- be-
come discouraged as they hear thrilling experiences of
others; and therefore need suggestions as to subject, Tid £
inability often follows the child into adult life; he be-
comes the a.dult who is errharrassed and at loss for something
tc say. Consciousness of the fact is a source of eirbarras^
m.ent to him and of worri'- to those who have the ordetil of
’’drawing him. cut”. Therefore, we must not let thd s weakness
grow upon the child, ' f’uch chd Idren need to have their ejites
opened and their w'its sharpened to the beauty tliat eveiy-
v/here surrounds them, Tiie arti st sees beauty and joy in
v;hat to the untrained eye is comjnonplace , Ke paints cr
molds what he sees and then we all see beauty" and joy in j| t
;
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it oegins to mean some tiling to us. So it is with, the cieve
conversationalist. He snatches up the little everyday inci
dents which we consider trivial, and charms us as he relate
them. Would not this power he a priceless gift to develop
in our children? We nay help to achieve this hy:
1. Helping theni to select a subject.
a) Reading model sto.ries to them. These may be sten
graphic reports of "stories" told by previous classes, orb;
other grades; they may be drawn from ciiildren’s texts or
Courses of Study; or they EKiy have been composed by the
teacher to approximate the interests and abilities of her
particular group,
b) narration of experiences by children of parallel
or succeeding grades,
o) Narration of real or imaginary experiences by the
teacher, - commonplace experiences of the type which are apt
to suggest duplicate experiences in the children*s lives.
One successful first grade teacher secured excellent result
by explaining what is meant by a diary, and beginning each
day’s "English lesson with a reading from a diar^- prepared
entirely to meet 'the children’s needs.
Precaution must be taken to tactfully'- divert "stories"
built up around the raovi ng -pictures and other experiences
of such broad scope and exciting nature.
c
)
)-
r
i
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“While these "stories** are heing read, the child will
hang on the teacher'^ s every word, attra-cted hy the fact tha
these are "really-truly** stories,- experiences in VitM ch he
has frequently participated directly or vicariously.
The child ircaet he reninded that he vi^ill, with practice
he ahle to tell stories eriually good. Through this procedujre
,
the teacher is setting standards v/hich are hoth desirable
and a t tai nah le
,
2 , Creating a sti nralating environment.
Placing about the room materials and lictures
which will enrich the child's experience will naturally lea|(i
him to talk.
3 . E ui Idi ng up a sympa the ti c '’a tno sphe re .
"
a) Calling forth discriminating i^raise from the
children for a deserving classmate.
h) Enc ou::aging the monosyllabic child,
(1) Suggesting the woirds wi i:h which he shall
begin; e,g,
,
Begin your stor^r - "IJy Uncle has," etc,
( 2 ) Suggesting needed words,
(3) Stimulating questions,
(4) Attaching satisfaction to the act,
(5) Diverting his attention, if need be, to some-
thing else until he has recovered equilibrium.
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4, Creating an opportunity for the cl-ii Id to organize
his thoughts before expressing them.
5, Drawing upon the child’s instinctive interests in
)lay, in mystery, in investigation, in handling materials,
,n communicating and in sharing.
6, Creating social situations which provide the child
rith a motive for tal}<ing; for example
a) Broadcasting news items from belli nd a screen or
improvised microphone,
b) Participating in a "talkie”
c) Dramatizing stories
d) Participating in cooperative stor;/“telli ng, based
on repetitional folic tale s?^® teacher supplies
the descriptive and connecting tissue; children
supply re pe ti ti ona1 pei rt s
.
•
e) Pla;;ing "St ori,’’ -teller to the King",
The king selects the most interesting stor;>'-,
or the story which follows the particular
point of need being stressed at the time.
f) Playing "Stor;^;- -telling Judge
'i Each row assent) les
in a comer of the room, A judge is selected
in each row to hear the stories of all in his
row. The best sto 2:;^'’-telle r is chosen from eac
row. Those so selected compete. The class by
comparison and elimination determines who the
next judge shall be.
g) Planning an entertainment for a holiday or simi-
lar occasion.
h) Telling stories about pictures to be recorded and
tj’-ped for illustrated booklets to be sent to
the Red Cross or to the Children’s Hospital,
i) Composing riddles.
j) Playing "Pollow -the -Leader".
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k) Playing language games reciuiring connected di s
course.
On the Read to London
Relay Stories
Pollow-the-Leade r
Etc.
l) Pla;^dng guessing games.
m)
n)
descriptions of pictures, objects, places, e1
Telephone conversations
Narration of personal experience
Giving talks based on radioptican or stereograph.
c.
o) Reporting information gathered from books, peoplCi
movi ng-picture 3 , and similar sources to supple-
ment a project.
Gui dj ng _aj:^__ Controlli ng the Garrulous Chi Id
Talking is like pla^ri ng on the harp; there i s as
much in laying the hand on the strings to stop their
vibrations as in twanging them to bring out their
music. - Oliver Wendell Holmes,
The garrulous child must be gioided and controlled or
she may develop little ability herself or become a social
bore* !Purtherm.ore
,
if not restrained, she will monopolize
the opportunities of her more needy classmates,
1, Causes,
a) Natural ability
b) Desire to lead
c) Being allowed to mionopolize the center of the
stage at home.
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2. Remedies,
a) Discussion which points the need and opportuni
ties to be shared by all when the stories are
kept short.
b) Discussion of the courtesy due others.
c) "Presentation of contrasting desirable and un-
desirable models, particularly the same experl]
ence as told by two children, one in the pre-
ceding grade and one in a more advanced grade
,|
The children are a-sked to tell what the
trouble is with the story as told by the young-
er and^ therefore, to-be- scorned chi Id.
d) Anticipating }ikr weakness £ind courteously but
firmly controlling the direction of her nar-
reJ^ti on.
e) Contrasting the nurdDer of sentences asked for
with the number contributed.
f) Calling for the title of her composition and
reminding her of it when she tends to digress.
g) Limiting the length of the composition.
h) Holding her to the point by guiding questions
and by suggesting the beginning of the next
sentence.
i) Suggesting with courtesy but with a surprised
dignity that the offender is monopolizing
the opportunity of her classmates; example:
’’Pardon me, Rachella, but wasn’t llai^'- speak-
ing?” or - ”'V?hose turn is it?”
Developing the Sentenc e Sense
Both the monosyllabic and the garrulous child are weal
in sentence sense. And, ~ happily for the teacher, the met!
ods and materials which will stimulate the one will re-
strain and control the other. The following procedures
Vi 11 help,
,
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1, When initiating the sentence habit, use the most
stimulating and at the same time the most limiting
of rrate rials,- toys and pictures which suggest
unity of subject,
2, Use the question and answer method.
3, Phrase questions so that they suggest the answer.
The inverted form of question is most stimulating;
example: This toy dog is doing what?
4, Refer to the answer as a good sentence; or say that
you will write that sentence on the board, thus
tying the term up with the concept,
5, Head off monosyllabic replies by 8a3/i ng2”Begi n your
sentence, thus and so!*.
6, In the beginning require only one sentence,
7* We now wish the recognition of the sentence to widen
and, therefore, aim for two related sentences.
Accepting the child’s initial sentence, ’’This is a
trick monkey," proceed as follows
Teacher: Could you tell me another interesting thing
about the monkey?
Child: He will run up and down the string.
Teacher: Those were two good sentences. I could tell
there were two sentences by the way Tom said
them. He’'wai ted a li ttle** after his first
sentence. You could tell by iid s voice that
he had finished.I shall a-llow him to tell hi. s
two sentences again. Listen and see if you ca
tell by Tom’s voice just where his first sen-
tence ends. If you can, raise your hand when
he finishes his sentence.
Practice of this type trains the children in further
recognition of the sentence,
8. Gradually increase the demand to three related
sentences. During the initial stages have three
children, each speaking in rotation, give one
sentence in reply to the questions. Remark that
they are three good sentences, and all about one
1
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toy or object, I mraedlately afterward, ask a chil
to give all three sentences, thus impressing not
only the sentences as such but also the unity of
the whole. 33
9, Counting sentences is also helpful in increasing the
child’s aoilit^r to "sense" the sentence.
Illustrative procedure;
Teacher; "Listen and tell me how roany sentences I
give. You can tell if you listen to see
where n?'- voice drops and I pause or wait
for a second. Listen;-
”1£y little dog can do tricks.
He can stand up on his hina legs ana beg.
He always does this when he wants food,"
As the child’s ability to speak in clean-cut sen-
iences develops, more than three sentences may be given,
and the children will delight in counting the number con-
tributed, Caution must be observed, however, that the
(^hild’s composition, for obvious reasons, is kept short.
Developing Abili ty to Stick to the Point
1, The materials and exercises listed under develoiH-
:bent of the "sentence sense" have also been valuable in traih-
ng the child to stick to the point. The uni tj’’ of the toys
1 tnd pictures used will of itself act as a valuable guide
and restraint in holding children to the point,
2, Moreover, the method used, naraeljr,- the questior
|ind answer - has also held children to the point. The teache
ban actually control the unity and coherence of short competitions
through the type of question she uses. In anticipation of tie
33, Sheridan, op, ci t,
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children's needs,the teachet/the most perfect short ccmpcsi-
ti on which she can devi se, and then phi«».seB'* her questions
so that the resulting replies will approximate her composi
-
ti on.
This procedure does, to he sure, li lii t ori gi nali ty but
this need is provided for by special exercises and practice
while the preceding exercises are intended to provide
initial practice in sticking to the point.
3. leaning titles previous to narration provides the
child with an anchor to which to tie, and the teacher th
a means of holding the child to a single phase of a subject
4
.
Leading the child directly to the center of inteies
in pictures or experience. i s an effective aid.
5. Telling "stories” wM ch have been previously
developed in class, gives practice in sticidng to the point
Such a device as the following will provide motive for
their repetition.
Can you guess v;hi ch picture?
Bobby has just blown a bi g bubble.
It is sailing off into the air.
In it, Bobby sees a beautiful fairy palace.
6. Breaking longer "stories” or descriptions into shox
thought units; listing these and holding the child to the
topic assigned is valuable practice. Example:
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"Seei ng China;**
Teacher; Dig a "rnalfle^jelieve** hole light through
the earth, so that we can see the
Chinese childreno
Tell about;:
a) The way the Chinese children are dressed,
b ) A game they are pla3ring,
c) The wajr they are eating,
d) Their church (mgoda).
e) Their carriages,
7, Devices which provide motivated practice and training,
54
a) Playing •*0n the Road to London** and variations
suggesting themselves to the ingenious teacher
On TD^r way to School,
On the day of the Parade,
In the toy shop.
In the grab -bag,
I n the fi sh-pond
In iry surprise package, etc,
(On the road to any city or country within
the focus of interest)
b) Completing stories.
Children draw cards each containing a stim-
ulating beginning sentence, such as;-
••Two little birds are building a nest
in iqj'- 3rard,**
dog knows a fine tri.ck, **
**Santa Claus brought me a nev; sled,**
The children are given time to think out two
or three related sentences,
c) Playing **Relajr Stories**
Recall the parallel of the relajr race,
namely,- one race, but with several different
34, Wohlfarth, J, H,
,
Self-Help Engli sh Lessons
,
First
Book, World Book Co,, N.Y,
,
1922, p,17.
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people participating in it. Explain that
in a "Relay Story/' the first storj^-tellei
gives an opening sentence; the second stoi
teller takes up the storj'' where the first
child finishes; the third child picks up
the story at that point and completes it.
ITuirber four repeats all*
d) "JIake -believe" dreams.
Example: Last night I dreamed I was a little
fairy. I slept in a crimson tulip.
Wien rooming came I hid in an
ori ole * s nest.
Note; Vtihen this exercise is first initi-
ated, it will be necessarj^ to use
3ti mula ti ng and gui di ng qiie s ti 6 ns o
In fact when using any of these ae-
vices, the teacher must be ready a1
any ti r/ie to come to the rescue of
the entoarrassed child with a ques-
tion or needed phrase; just as, in
adult life, we come to the rescue
of one another when from brain-fag
or entoarrassment
,
v/e experience a
similar need.
e) Playing "Tollow-the-Leader.
"
Recall the game of "Eollow-the -Leader,
"
reminding the child that Nuanher One
is the leader; he shows the others
where to go; they follow where he
leads. Therefore, Huirtoer Two must
keep his eye on Humber One, and so
must Hunher Three and Number Four,
Draw the parallel in the language exercise
Nurrher One gives the ‘'leader" sen-
tence, Number Two and ITunher Tiiree
must give "follow- the -leader" sen-
tences bearing directly on the
"leader" sentence.
Initiate the "leader sentence" as follows;
Ask a question which aims directly
at the center of interest. Encourage
F-

several children to give original answers
o
Direct the class so that by compa>ri son and
judgment, all excepting the best sentence
are eliminatedo This becomes the "leader"
sentence and determines the content of the
"follow-the -leader" questions.
Children in the Third Grade will after
sufficient practice conduct the exercises
without questions, and will moreover use
the procedure as a test of the unity and
coherence of their compositions; for, into
the "Rules of the Game" children will have
incorporated this guiaing question: "Do
the sentences play follow-the -leaner?"
f) Composing Riddles,
Procedure, Write guiding ai recti ons on board;
for example:
-
Tell whether you are a person, an animal,
bird, picture, etc.
Tell whether you are big or little.
Tell what you liise to do or eat, or anj'--
thing which will help us guess what you
are.
Begin your story,- "I am," etc,
I llustration:
I am a little gray animal.
I live in the woods,
I have a bushy tail,
I like to eat nuts.
In the Pall, I fi na them.
In the winter, children give them to me.
Can you guess who I am?
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Developirif; _of_
Ver;;r young children tend to imitate one another both
as to content and form of expression. Therefore, the
first step necessary in any plan for developing originality
i 3 to awaken children to the consciousness th^lt we may have
different thoughts about the same thing, and that we may
express .the same thought in different ways,
lo The exercises listed previously, especiallj?- **Follc|r-
the-Leeider, ” are valuable in developing originality of
thought,
2, At the outset the teacher may reaa to the children
stenographic reports of the different things children have
thought jn reference to a picture, Iboanpie
:
Teacher: Poor little Puff has cut his foot,
I wonder how he cut it. The children
who were in this room last j'^ear thought
of many ways in which he rtiy have
cut it. Here the^r are:
I&ybe he cut i t on a piece of glass,
J&iybe he stepped on a piece of barbed wire
Perhaps he cut it on a sharp stone*
I think that he jamrfied it in the auto door,
Etc,
,
e tc
,
Then the teacher presents another picture drawing the
child 2*en out as indicated in the stenograpiiic report out-
lined below. Even first grade cM Idren v/ili vie v,fith one
another in suggesting replies, for there is no limi'c to the
child’s imagination.
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Teacher: Why these little children are cr^i-ng* I
wonder why they are
Child JTo»l Maybe they are lost.
Teacher: Perhaps they are, I wonder how they became
lost.
lTo,2 }iaybe they were picking berries and went
too far into the woods.
Teacher: Yes; or perhaps -
lIo,3 Perhaps they followed tiiat little sti’eam
into the woods.
Teacher: Yes; or maybe -
No, 4 T^aybe they disobeyed their mother. She
may have told them not to go i nto the
woods.
No *5 Maybe their little dog ran away and they
have been looking for id m.
Etc,, etc,
5, Providing for comparison, judgment, and elimiriation
of all but one answer.
Example
:
Teacher: Tido is cuddled up before an open fire,
Ke is doing what?
Child No.l He is sleeping.
No, 2 He is drying his fur.
No, 3 He i 8 dreaming about a nice, big bone
that he hid in the cellar*
Teacher: When he awakens, how will he feel?
Cli Id No,l He will be sori:^'-.
No. 2 He will wish li.s dream would come true,
3To,3*He will be sad and di sannoi nted.
* Answer selected by class.
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4* Suggesting different ways of saying the same thing.
Stenographic Report:
-
Child; The robin sang so sweet (With a rising
i nflec ti on)
Teacher: Can you say it another way?
Second Child: He sang "Tweet, Tweet,’ It sounded so
sweet (upward inflection repeated)
Teacher: Begin your sentence with 'Tvveet, Tweet,'
Second Child; ’Tweet, Tweet,’ sang the robin,' It sounded
so sweet.
Teacher: ’Tweet, tweet' sang the robin. How sweet
it sounded.
Developing Good Beginning J-
1, In the beginning stages of composition, the qualit;
of the teachers questions deterini-ne the quality of the
child’s responses. Consequently, the teacher must through
the quality of her questions, accustom the c}Ti Id to strikini
at the heart of interest,
2, At the outset, she influences the quality of the
beginning sentence by suggesting the words with wiiich the
child shall begin,
3, The habit of beginning and ending the composition
well is further developed through such devices as "Pollow-
the-Leader,” wliich provides for comparison, judgment, and
elimination of all but the best sentence,
4, Observation of good beginning and ending sentences
in children’s reading texts further impresses the need of
capturing interest in the very first sentence of the para-
graph,
5, Changing or improving ending sentences by asking
how the child felt or wliat he might say on particular oc-
casions; for example,- when he found a particular gilt on
his Christmas tree, or when he drew a particular thing out
*
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of the grab “bag or fish-pond,
6, Supi:)l3ring the children v/i th cards containjng stiimili,
ting beginning sentences upon which thejr built related
sentences is also valuable practice,
7, Coimnending the use of good beginniTig and ending
sentences attaches satisfaction to the act and, therefore,
is sti Ululating to the growth of the iiabit,
8, Calling the attention of third grade ciiildren to
the contrast between the motor-car which has a good self-
starter and the one that has to be cranked, and the parallei.
of the composition which starts off without any cranking or
introductory sentences, 35
9, Improving weak beginning and ending sentences by
combining and re-casting, as indicated in a previous sec-
tion is valuable in directing the c}iild*s attention to this
need. Example:
Child: I have a St, Bernard dog, Ke can ask for
food when he is hungry. If he is net fed,
he stands by iry ciiai r and barks.
Teacher: Begin your story: When St, Bernard dog
is hungry, etc.
Child: When my St, Bernard dog is hungi^^, he stand|
by ny chair and begs.
Teacher: Then v/hat do you do?
Child: Then I give him a little bit of dinner.
Teacher: Tell us how that makes him feel, and also
how it makes your mc'ther feel.
Child: That makes him feel hapi^r, but i t makes nj’-
mother unhappjr,
Pi!.
A^^r^ri aTty ^ * **" *
The child’s vocabulary will vaiy v/i th his experience.
Studies of cldldren’s speaking and writing vocabularies
show a wide variation, even during their pre-school
experience.
35
, Sheridan, laeiser, and thews, Speaking and Writing
English, Fourth Grade, Benjaicin Sanborn Cc.,p,60.
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There seems to he a mistaken notion that cM Ictren’
s
vocabularies develop apace with their reading.
The chiild's leading vocabularj^ is alv/a^rs far in advance
of his spoken vocabulary,
Not until we have used words over and over again do
they fall even naturally, much less automtttically from our
lips. Hence, our procedure must be twofold, nairiely,- to
enrich the child’s experience, and to provide opportunity
for the cliild to incorporate new words into his speaking
and writing until their use becomes automatic, Ve must
provide opportunity for the growth of skill in this as in
all other lines.
So widespread is the need of developing the cMld's
vocabulary that during the current week, (iJarch 11, 1931)
36
Dr, Payson Smith, State Commissioner of Education in
Massachuse tt 3 ^ launched a campaign among school chi laren to
Dheck the widespread use of slang. So recently have the
newspapers i-eported the fact that teachers will be interested
Ln hearing it read, and will consequently be more impressed
with the need of vigilance in the matter,
•'Educators of prominence j^esterday rallied to Dr,
Smith’s standard, commending the comrrd ssioner, and pointing
out that the modem American vocabulary is being seriously
reduced in size through the tendency to use a ’snappy’
phrase or an apt word to describe ever^/day thoughts.
36, Smith, Payson W,
,
Iv^ass, State Commission of Education
Excerpts cited by The Boston Post, Llarch 12^
1931,
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I have no case against slang," said Cornri ssioner Siait
In outlining his views, "It nay be corarcon, cheap and vulgar
or it nay be none of these. Some times a slang phrase or
irord will strikingly express your thoughto But there is
great danger in its habitual usage* Instead of nastering
slang, slang nay become your naster«
"Children should be taught to avoid it in the class-
rooms, Teachers should give the children the widest possib]
opportunity to express their thoughts correctly and to get
Lised to words,
"When you realize that children in the elementarj'"
schools who are learning English have a greater opportunity
to learn it correctly than at any other time in their lives,
jrou see the importance of teacliing correct speech. And
when you consider also that Latin is not being taught as
much as i t used to be, and that it was from Latin that stu-
ients derived, in a great measure, new v/ords for their vocat
ularies, you see the importance of stressing correct Englisl
"I iiave no patience at all with people who use English
so carelessly that they apply the same word or phrase to a
«riew of Niagara Falls and a sunset. In such cases I see
folk getting away from exact thought and the exact expres-
sion of their thoughts,
"I deplore the use of the word ’fierce’ in such a
sentence as ’I had a fierce day today, ’ or, the word
i.
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•darling* in this faslii on, - *I sn ' t that a darling picture!.’
Or the wo id * lovely* to say, *lt is a lovely pudding’.’
While such sentences convey a meaning, they do not give the
correct meaning.
’’The remedy? Well, reading iw the "basis of forming a
good vocabulary*,'
,
Dr. Smith said, ’’It introduces the chi "Id t
words. But mere introduction is not enough. Though one ma
recognize a word, know its meaning, be able to say it and
even pronounce it, it does not become part of the vocabular
until one can use it as a trool or medium of expression in
ordinary conversation. Therefore, teache:-^ should give the
children the chance not only to make a bowing acquaintance
with new words in the classrooms, but should encourage them
to use them until they become used to them.”
Professor Robert E. Rogers of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, cominenting on Dr. Smith’s remrks,
says: ”We do not insist enough on the exact expression.
Children are perrri tted to be careless in their speech and
we are all guilty of perrritting it,
”1 think the use of slang is growing because there has
been a let down all along the line. Of course, correct Eng
li sh should start in the schools, but it is a difficult
problem. The children are only in school a few hours and
the rest of the time they are/homie or out plac'd ng;. We shoi
3
r
’
Id

hold the children up to certain atundh-rds of expression, o
we will regret it.
”Our language is hecoiring impoverished. Words are go-|
ing out of use. We are developing a language that is more
American than English, It may he part of a tendency to gi*vtl®
us a new langua^ge. Eventually literature rrEty take it up
and then it will hecome permanent,
•*1 do not worry about slang itself, hut the impcverisl^
ment of the language. The vocabulary'- is hecorl rig smaller
and smaller. We are using stereotyped phrases tc describe
everything. It is becoming a habit and it is dangerous,*’*
Vocabulary growth, then, is one of the urgent aims of
our language activities. Little children take such delight
in the acquisition of new words to their speaking vocabu-
laries that our task is a joyous one.
The procedure by wiii ch we shall provide for the devel-
opment of the child's vocabulary'’ is as follows:
1, Broaden the child's experience by developing the
meaning of new words, in nature-l sj tua -Lions.
2, Drill upon words thus developed,
3, Provide opportunity for the natural application of
these words in practice.
use^ of an
4, Awaken an attitude of appreciation for the/appro-
priate and choice word or phrase,
5, Discriminatingly'' commend the clii Id who applies new
words or phrases in an appropriate manner.
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6. Encourage the c]ii Id to rsike a booklet containing
lists of wojds which he would like to use
»
thus
awakening him to the need and desire of expc^nding
his vocabulaxyo Call the booklet ”lTew Words for
Old.”
Cooperative story telling is a most effective aid in
suppl;ri ng the vocabulary needs of the i o.'i grant and ‘'mono-
syllabic” clii Id. Tor this exercise, the cumulative type of
story, in which events and conversation are repeated over
and over again, is best adapted to the children’s need. The
teacher tells the stoxj^, permitting any cii idren who are sc
inclined to join in repetitional parts of the stor;^'-. Every
first and second grade teacher should have at her comr'TBnd
a goodly number of stories which are adapted for use in thi
way.
The vocabulari es of young clii Idren, and of adults for
that matter, are vei^'- short in descriptive and action words
Accordingly we must provide situations for the actual teacl
ing of words needed to replace over-v;orked or inappropriate
words. Suggestive pictures v/i 11 supply a wealth of words
describing the kind of dayjof features,; of expression, of
person, -Pr similar points of description. In like manner
needed 'action v/ords may be suggested by pictures,
Eve_r;May Wo rds ,
Stenographic reports of words suggested by pictures
(Third grade; immigrant distilct)
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1* The 3d.nd of day;
a) bright
clear
sunny
warm
hot summer day
beautiful
nice (accepted)
splendid
wonderful
b ) dark
damp
ni s t3''
d2rear3''
di sraal
unpleasant
cloudj’-
foggy
gray
comfortable, but fogg3'-
2« Picture of a bo37' shovelling snow,
a ) The kind of da^;-
A diiny like this
cold
frosty
b right
clear
beauti ful
pleasant
b) The condition of the ground
sli ppery
icy
snow-c 0ve red
c) The snow (when the sun sliines on it)
Shi ne s
aparkle s
glistens
gli tters
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d ) The to oy
fat
chutotoy
ro sy-oheeked
dimpled
happjr
laughi ng
good-natured looking
needed in_ **fo.reign**
Children in the so-called "foreign*' districts
should have the advantage of every possjtole vocE'-tularjr
aid,- latoelled pictures, to^/'s, and accessorj'’ mateirialso
Small pictures cut from magazines, mounted and latoelled ar«
particularly valuatole. These may toe used in language games*
Pictures illustrating different parts of the
toody, articles of clothing, furniture, and tiie like, iray toe
mounted for use in expanding the vocatoulaxy. The teacher
majr, for example, mount a collection of dog pictures.
Under these she places classes of appropriate descrj ptive
words frequently confused toy foreign-speaking children,
E»imple
:
Feet (children say •feets*)
short; long; slender.
Hair (children say ’hairs’)
short; long; to ushy; curly; shaggy;
straight.
Kind of dog
Hunting; hound; Eskimo; spotted; trick.
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I5escription of tail:
Bushy; curly; long and pointed, short and
stubhyo
The correct use of his, and her, insteeid of *]riiin’ my
also be taught by mans of mounted pictures discriminating
the proper possessive pronoun to be used. Example:
his hiat
his coat
his tie
etc.
her liat
her coat
her dress
etc
,
Even as we today present foreign languages to
children through concrete situations, so should the little
immigrant child be taught to ratister a simple working
vocabulaiy objectively.
The Keystone Lantern slides ma}'- be thrown on a black-
board, and the names of the various articles written on thejji.
The child thus ties up word recognition with meaning, ^en
the lantern is switched off the words and phrases alone
remain in the field of vision, but the eld la also recalls
the correct iirs-ige which supplies real meaning to them for
him. This method is invaluable, the writer believes, in
the case of immigrant cldldren or eld loren who are linguistil-
cally slow.
Special vocabularies.
Vocabulary building must center in meaningful sit-
uations and therefore in addition to everj^day woras.
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special vocalDulaii es related to jparticular interests and
activities should be developed, placed within the child’
reach through b lac Id) card or iri meographed copies, and the
child corrjnended for thei r appropriate use in has oral and
written compositions. 7or example:
A Eyrd Vocabulary (Third grade)
South Pole
Amundsen
i ce-pack
a lii gh plateau
tempestuous voyage
Paul a pie
great exci tement
frigid cold
a big celebration
explorer
Words and phrases developed prior to the reading les-
son should not be lost to the child’s vocabulary'-. The en-
ergy expended in this exercise may be conserved in the
child's vocabulary’-, if teachers will take the trouble to
list in a "Vocabulary/ Book" those words and phrases which
she thinks should transfer to the chd Id’s speaking vocabu-
lary, Occasionally’-, for a vocabulary’- exercise these
words and phrases may/ be read to the cid Idren, recalled in
the faniliar situation, and the child asked to name sy'-no-
nyms. Soon they/ will begin to appear naturally-- in the
child’s vocabulary-.
S'ub sti tuti ng better words for the one used v;i 11 awaken
a di sc ri ni nati ng atti tude , Example :
Rear Admi ral Byrd
Chi nook
Little America
TTew Zealand
Ri chard
,
Kathe xi ne
,
and
Bolli ng
Eskimo puppies
Rnowmobl le
The Eloy’-d Bennett
the bases
a message by radio
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Tell Salvatore a “better word to use instead of ”sw'ell“
day*
ly. soil iri nati ng praise will bring results, if the teach
er is cautious in suggesting that the pi&4 se has conie from
the boi'^’s classmates, and not from her. Example;
Teacher; "Boys, what was that fine expression Tom used
about the zeppeli n?"
Boys; "Bloated lazily," I
)
Teacher; "We shall write that in our ‘Treasure Box*
and place the author’s name beside itV.
"Jewels of Speech" makes an appropriate 'iieadirig for
a list of choice expressions used by ciii Idren. Such recog-
nition is needed since very young children are apt to dis-
regard ever^'-thing from wiu ch emphasis has been removed.
Elliptical stories are a never-ending source of joy
to clii Idren and a most effective source of vocabularj--
growth.
Procedure; The teacher places several lists of words
on the blacidioard, each group numbered. In blanks of a
story she places corresponding numbers. The child chooses I
s word from the list of the same nuiiher and inserts the
word in the blank. Example:
(1) U) (3)
stirring to life astir rested
happy gay swung
busy merry ti Ited I
balanced i

(4)
flew
soared
f li tted
fluttered
(5)
si ngi ng
whi stli ng
OU rpi ng
t’jvi tteri ng
calli ng
caroli ng
(6)
8v/eetest
gayest
li vliest
merri est
Spri ng
Spring had come. All living things v/ere
( 1 )
The birds seemed especially
1
(2 )
T)iey
U)
(a)
on
the blossoning sprays. Then they high above the
(5) (6)
tree -tops, their songs.
I!a}ci ng Wo rd Hcturea
This practice is a source of delight to cM Idren
whi le forci ng home the value of choosi ng the ri ght word
in describing things.
Procedure
.
Poes the following create a picture;- A horse
; 1
'
' came up the roado
JJlake this picture clearer by adding v;ords to de-
scribe the horse and words to show how he came.
Use any of the words you need from the following
list:
old
small
young
whi te
b lack
gray
poor
large
runaway
work
race
fat
sleek
gallopi ng
dashi ng.
li mpl ng
slowly
trudgi ng
runni ng
whi nn;^'i ng
dusty
narrow
country
wi ndi ng
work horse f Ij'i ng
Here is one picture::
1, A poor old work horse came trudging slowly up th^
dnatv nmintw road-
37. Young and Ilemmott, Book V. P. A.ppleton Co., 19£i),
p. 75
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l^ke a second sentence in which j’^ou change as
imch as possible the first picture you inade
,
Select the words you need fron the list. Example;
2* A sleek young horse came racing up the narrow road
3, / fat white horse came lirai^ing ui^ the country" road
ITew fP?. PAR
This exercise will form educative and enjoyable
work for Second and Third grade cldldren. They are asked tit)
fill blanks with correct words from a list as suggested bellbw;
1* A baby duck is called a
2a The ugly duck looked into the water and saw
hi s
3o Shame and mean almost the same,
4« When ships rest in a harbor v/e say the 3r are
at
5, A is a large bird much like a goose,
6 means fright
7. Aridersen is a or v/e 11 -known,
writer of fairy tales*
B* Th ; means to fondle or pet something*
9, The little girl made a or bow,
anchor reflection swan
terror duckling curtsy
famous disgrace caress
Siirilar results may be obtained from the following
procedures:
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Selecting and pairing words which belong together,
Example ;
curious flower
dangerous grain
ripening visitor
s t I’ange swi f tly
arrived curls
rained safely
darting steadilj’^
fluffy habit
Selecting a-nd jmtcidng opposites. Kxainple s
carefully
cheap
slowly
uncertain
sure
expensive
rapi dly
carelessly
Selecting and matching words which icean tlie same thing.
a haughty girl
generous
prepare
hard
get ready
difficult
a proud gi rl
unselfi sh
Once the child is made sensitive to choice of words
and to refinement of meanings, the awake niiig is permanent.
He begins to borrow words from the conversation of his el-
ders, from his reading material, from ijoems, stories, and
songs,- words which he would otherwise be content to recog-
nize by sight or sound but would never think of incorpcrati
into his own vocabulary. The example set b3'- alert puidls
will stimiilate other children to imi^rove their vocabularies
also*
Children’s li terature stories, poems and songs -
provides a fruitful source of vocabulaijr growth. Children
be asked to make lists of various t^/pes of words drawn frcnj
rig
rcay
a
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particular poem or story.
I llustrations;
The children in Grades One and Tvvo have been studying
Stevenson's "The Wind,"
Teacher: Let us make a list of all the different
things which the wind does in the poem.
What are they?
Children: It blows; sings; pushes; calls.
Teacher: Name other things the wind soroetiines does.
Children: It whistles; howls; roars; moans; bites.
Teacher: What kinds of winds are there?
Children: Cold; cool; strong; ciiilly; biting; sharp;
warm; gentle; powerful.
To further illustrate;
The children in Grcide Three have been studying Celia
Thaxter’s poem, "The Scarecrow," The teacher assigns the
following as betv/een-reci tation work:
(1) liiake a list of all the expressions which describ<
the scarecrow,
(2) I^ke a list of all the words which describe the
bi rds.
Se^^n ng..]^ s tl nct^ Speech
"What a calamity,’ To take words beautiful in them-
selves, and then speak them so that all their beauty is
marred." - Francis Thompson
Distinct speech is here used as a blanket term coverii
metters of voice, enunciation, and pronunciation.
Audible tones are highly desirable in order that each
6
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Ms classmtes raay contribute. So much that is worth-while
is lost in imny priicaiy classrooms because of the difficult
of getting sufficient force into the cliildren’s voices.
Moreover the habit, once formed, is one that persists
through life,
"Arrericans are the lip-laziest persons in th.e v/orld,”
38
states Edward W, Boic, In an educational conference
recently given in Washington, ”not a half dozen out of mere
than thirty speakers, some very prominent, could be heard
in a small room where the acoustics were admirable.*'...,
American actors and actresses of distinction" he adds,
"frequently do not enunciate so that the audience can
unde rstand,
"
"Americans are in need of training in tone and enun-
39
ciation," writes Agnes Repplier in a similar article, She
continues in effect: "Immigration has corrupted our speech,
Englishmen and Erenchnien surpass us; yet, some Americans
speak superlatively'- well. The good Americs.n voice is very
good indeed, being more animb.ted, and having richer emotion
al range than the Englishman's voice. It is a case of indi
ference and slovenliness which fet^ble efforts such as Good
Speech Week have thus far failed to reach,"
The cause of indistinct speech is, therefore, our firs
consideration. Why do little cMldren who speak so lustily
«
j*
b
38, Bok, Edward W,
,
The Lip-J^azy American. Centurv iJiagazine
August, 1924, P.513,
39, Repplier, Agnes A., Vocabulary. Atlantic Monthlv
August, 1924,
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jd
on the playground resort to these low tones and Mur±)ldng
delivery when they com to school?
The causes for indistinct speech are:
1) Natural diffidence,
2) Self-consci ousness Toorn out of past repressions
and derision. The child laay corae from a home
in which he is expected to be "seen but not heard
and he may have experienced just cause for fe?iring
the same restraint in the schoolroom. Perhaps
thoughtless explosions of laughter may have greet
his attempt to use a new word i rtappropri ate ly or
with a babyish turn and he i s sensitive to the
memory of it,
3) Uncertainty of what he i s going to say - often be-
cause we do not give him sufficient time to or-
ganize his thoughts before expressing them.
4) Insufficient command of the vocabulary needed for
expressing thought.. Tide is especially true
of the child of iinmigrant parents,
5) Failure to socialize the lesson,- to provide a suf-
ficient motive for distinct speech,
6) Environmental influence. Bad as well as good modeUb
leave their impression during the great ir/itative
peri od of life.
The child's
7)
/^esire to distinguish himself among his fellows.
Because of the soplii sticati on of the age, chi Idreih
today enter upon what Joseph Lee* calls the 'Big
Injun" stage of) ^development much earlier than thejjy
did fifteen years ago; hence, the fear of being
thought a "sissy" has crept down into the piimaiyj
grades, especially in urban districts.
The causes enumerated suggest the remedies for the foregoir|jg
condi ti ons
:
l) Establish a friendly "atmosphere";- a self-help
and "help-eve ryb ody" attitude in the class.
Lee, Joseph, Play in Education,
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2)
Provide the child vvi th a motive for distinct
speech. If primary clii Idren are grouped ahoil.
the teacher, they have no motive for speaking:
in tones above those necessaiy^ to the snxi-il
radi us. Eatab li sh the audi ence si tuati on
,
*-
that of a chi Id v;i th somethi ng i nteresti ng
to tell and an interested audience eager
to hear every word.
3
)
Train the c Id Idren when a c>ii Id does not make
himself heard, to say: “Pai-don me,
,
but
I could not hear you,” TM s is what the child
needs,- a motive for maii ng somebody hear hill.
4
)
Hefrain from repeating the child's answers;
rather say to the class: “Children, did you
hear what said? Should you ii ke to?”
And then addressing the speaker, sa^*-, "The
children say they would like to hear what
you said,
5)
Encourage cJd Idren in their criticisms to com<
mend audible speech in others. Example;
"Tom spoke so that every one could hear and
enjoy what he said,” Thus, we make distinct
speech desirable and fashionable, instead of
somethi ng to be scorned by the boy.
6)
Appoint a “judge" who will listen to the read-
ing or oral language lesson and select for
his successor someone who speaks with a voicn
that can be heard and enjoyed by all
Point out the need for distinct speech by stories
which impress the confusion attendant upon slovenly speech
and the resulting need of distinct speech. Such incidents
as the following one by Klapper amuse the clii Idren and
point the necessity of clear enunciation.
A Erench womn was li steni ng whi le the
children of an American friend related their
experiences. They were telling her how they
had found a robin's nest; the youngest added,
"Yes, and I took the robin's little egg,” The
woman exclaimed in horror. "What, you killed
_
40. Klapper, Paul, Modern English - Book One, Lippincott,
1914, p,4.

ICO,
the rohin*;* You l<i lied the robin?*' The
older children agreed that it was not
kind to take the ti n^^ egg, but they could
not understand why their Ti’rench visitor
thought that the robin had been killed,
"Of course he killed the robin," she
insisted; "Hov/ else could he take the
robin's little leg?"
Place two similar sounding bits of nonsense on the
board. A cbd Id chooses either one, repeats it and calls
upon a classrrEi.te to tell v/hi ch he lias said, for exat'ix)le ;
-
1, (He broke the bird’s little leg,
( He broke the bird’s little egg,
2, (He i s an ice-man,
(He is a ni ce man.
3, Don’t you chev/ gum?
Don’t choo-choo gum.
These reveal the absurdities and confusion caused by
indistinct speech, and children will quickly respond with cj
enunciation once they experience the need of it.
Lip-reading is awakening us to the need of greater
activity of the lips. Call the cliild’s attention to the
part that our lips play in securing distinct speech. Tell
him about the little deaf children in the Horace Mb-nn Schco
who study lip-retiding so that they may be able to tell what
we say by watching our lips. Remind the cM Id that i f we
were to scream at these little children we could not nc-^ke
them hear us, but that if our lips are active, they loriow
all that we say t.o them. Let the clii Id play that he i s
talking to deaf children; he must^ therefore, make Ms li pe
^ar
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so active that even the deaf chj Idren could read them, Let
a pupil give a commnd frained hy the lips, hut not voiced,
and the others perform the command. After such practice,
"Say it with your lips" hecomes an effective slogan for
stimulating clear enunciation.
Broadcasting is a particularly effective motive for
distinct speech. An effective microphone is made from an
eight inch cardboard disk decorated to look li ke a micro-
phone, If mounted upon a reading or music stand, a more
realistic touch is added. Appoint a station announcer who
comes before the microphone and announces the station and
subject; for i nstance ;-"Thi s is station G. T, H. S. (George
Trisbie Hoar School) announcing a talk on "Holland," Ton^-
Cataldo announcing. Please stand
The speaker is scarcely finished when another child
rushes to the microphone, eager for the novelty of speaking
over the "radio," Ke chooses any of the topics H sted un-
der "Holland" and gives a short talk (three or four sentencj
on the subject. Since no one may broadcast who does not
speak distinctly, clear enunci ati on i s the order of the daj|
When the last child has spoken, the original announcer ste^
;o the microphone and says in effect: "You have just been
listening to a program on "Holland", coning to you through
Station G. P, H. S Signing off at ten-twenty, Easter
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Standard Time, Tony Cataldo
,
announcing. Good-bye,**
Call the child’s attention to the unpleasantness of
listening to a "taUd-e** when you cannot hear the v;ords dis-
tinctly, Let them play giving a "talkie,** - a drama tizatic
of some appealing story of episodic form. Be sure, however
»
that the children are suffici entl3r familiar with the action
and dialogue before attempting to dramatize the storj?-, or
the 3»- will resort to the mumbling tones too frequently
caused by insufficient familiari tA*- with the matter at hand.
Keep lists of words and phrases on blackboard or
chart which will provide for the constant visualization of
the correct form of speech. Practice these often enough to
have the cM Id develop an attitude of vigilance towei-rd
their mastery.
Play games affording practice om any offending word
or phrase; for example,- for offending "ing**, pla^^ Trades-
man** in wiiich the leader imitates an action, and the childrsn
ask: "Are you building a house? Are you mending a shoe?"
Etc, Such games are easily found and as easily'' invented,
41
Consult T'C.ss Barrow's booklet for iniormation concern'
i ng the reason why children of foreign birth have difticul-
ty with certain sounds. This book will awaken a si^npatheti 3
attitude toward the difficulties of little children and will
supply excellent remedial suggestions, Use the games, songs,
41, Barrows, Sarah T,
,
English Pronunci atj on for Foreigner^
Dept, of Public Inst;ruct3on of Califomj.a, Jli vision
of ImuTdgrant Education, San Francisco, California.
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.
rhymes, and devices which the booklet suggests for correct-
ing these errors.
Play guessing games inv©lving the voiceless sounds
and their cognates, "t" and **b”; and ”b”; and 'k*' and
’’g”.
Remind children that people who enunciate clea rly
spell correctly, Sbcimple ; "Some people misspell "kept"
because they forget to pronounce the last sound; will you
do so?"
"We cannot expect the young", writes Edward W, Bok,
"to see the necessity and value of a gift which only years
of experience can prove an asset. But we who have learned
and lived and realized, sometimes to our great loss, how
much an insi stance of parents on a point obviously obscure
to us i n our i raraature period means, should see to i t that it
shall no longer be true of the American, beyond the present
generation, that he cannot speak distinctly'* the language
of hi 3 fathers. The place to begin is naturally in the
home, but home training should be richly supplemented by
the school and the college.
"How well he speaks." should not be the occasional
surprised comment; it should be, as i t can be, the nation*
ally accepted hall-mark of the American,”
42. Op. cit., p.516.

Scove
Vri tten ti on
--
Written composition eirb races two phases of
teaching, namely; the development of the composition conter
and expression, and teaching and training the clii Id to autc
matic mastery of the technicalities required in written ex-
pre 3 si on.
General Content. All the qualities needed for writ te|ln
composition may he and should he previously developed in
oral composition, leaving the child free to concenti’ate on
the technicalities of v^ritten composition wiien he takes hie
pen in hand. Oral composition trains the c>ii Id in the hahi t
of thinking through an incident before he v/ri tes, Inahilitj/
to do this is the cause of much failure in written cornposi
tion; for, when the child expresses himself in Oral Composi
tion, he i s concerned only with the thought which he i s to
express, and to a Xirlted degree, with the manner of ex-
pressing it, When he attempts to express the same thought
in written language, however, in addition to the thought,
he i s confronted with the necessity of remerriberi ng that:
1, Each sentence must begin th a capital and
end with a period or question mark.
2, The words with whd ch he so iBlih ly expresses
hi mself j n oral composi ti on mst all he
spelled correctly,
3, His penmanship and arrangement must he the best
or lUs paper^will not meet with ids own or
the teacher’s approval.
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Master:!/ of Wij tten Te chni call ti ea. In written composi-
ti on
,
capi tali zati on
,
punc tuati on
,
penrflc^nshi p , spe ill n£: and
arrangement are, in the case of younger cMldreniin the cer-
ter of consciousness. These must he mastered through drill
until the response comes automatically at the child's need.
Recognition of the laws of hahi t formation condition
success. Briefly stated, the law implies thii»;- Know what
you want to teach* drill* always with interest and attenti or
:
never perirfi t an exception.
Teachi ng Techri que . It is important that only one
techni call ty he mastered at a time, and tiiat thoroughly.
The procedure to he observed in such master:^'' is as follows;
(a) Observation of specific instances of use.
(h ) Generalization of the rules from these instances.
(c) Unremitting drill and opportunities for the appli
-
cat! on of the techni cali ty.
(d) Self-i nspec ti on followed by self-correction,
I llustrati ve Lessons . Tlie appli cati on of thi s tech-
ni c^ue is illustrated below in the case of the more impor-
tant of the techni cali ties of W3ci tten composi ti on requi red
in the primary' grades,
lo
a) Purpose.
To teach that everj^ sentence begins with a
capital letter.
105
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b ) Procedure.
(a) Study of sentences from reading book
or blacldDoard copy,
(b ) Observation that each sentence begins
v;i th a capital letter.
(c) Generalization of the rule: Every sentenc(f
begins with a capital letter.
(d) Presenting printed rule on cardboard
copy to be kept in Bight, for future
reference,
(e) Application of the rule. The teacher
dictates simple sentences involving
no difficulty of spelling
^f) Pupi 1-i nspecti on of the above. The
teacher directs this observation as
follows:
(1) Recall of the rule,
(2) Did you begin your sentence wi th a
capi tal?
(3) If you did not, do so now,
(g) Pui:d 1 Correcti on. Ciii Idren erase the
incorrect and substitute the correct
f o rra.
a) Purpose,
To teach that names of people begin with
capital letters,
b) Procedure.
(a) laake two sets of cards, one for the boys
and a,nother for the girls. Each child
draws a name. The cbd Id wri tes the name
which he has drav/n, on the b lac Ih card,
ssiying as he does so, ”1^ fj rst name is
’Jack*. It be^ns with a capital ’j’.
I
-•
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Jfy second name is Homer, It "begins
wj th a capi tal "H",
("b ) Observation of several specific instance
(c) Generalization of mle.
(d) Painting the rule for future reference.
(e ) Application: The teaclier dictates names
involving no difficulty of spelling.
These are constructed with pii nted
letters, if need be, or written, ITames
that my be phonetically spelled lend
themselves most effec ti vel^/- to tld s
need,
(f) Pupi 1 -inspect! on.
Jl) Recall of t}i« rule.
{2 ) Teacher: ’’Did you begin ’Pen'
v;i th a capital letter? If you
did ncD do so, erase the small
le tte r and mke i t a cap! tal
”B ”
,
(g) P-.ipi l-correcta on.
The chi Id erases the wrong and sub-
sti tutes the correct letter.
s.
a) Purpose,
To teach the recognition of the question,
b ) I»evi ce,
(a) "Telephord ng” to the market, to Father’s
office, etc,, asking information and
awaiting a reply.
(b ) Observation of the fact that all questions
reqijd re an answer,
(c) Testing recognition. The teacher asks
questions and cliildren reply. Hie question
3,
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is written on the board, Tiien the order is
reversed, the children ashing and the
teacher answer! ng the quest! ons,
(d) CJenerali zati on. This is phrased on the
level of the child’s appreciation, as
follows: A question is a "storj.’'’' or sen-
tence that ’’needs” an answer#
4.
a) Pijirpose,
To teach the rule that all quest! ons are fol-
lowed by a question mark,
b) Procedure,
(a) Tell a stoicy of a li ttle eld Id v;ho was al-
ways asking the most curious questions.
List some of the questions on the board,
for example;
”What keeps the moon up in the
’’Why don’t baby fishes drown before they
learn hev/ to swim?”
’’Where do fairies live in winter?”
(b ) Observation is directed to the fact that
each sentence asks a quest! on, or, ’’needs
an answer”, and therefore it has a quest! (
iscirk at the end,
(c) Generalization, phrased from the level of
the child’s appreciari on; If a sentence
needs an answer it is a quesrion, and so
it must have a question rc^i-rk at the end,
(d) Application, ctate questions involviiig
no difficulty of spelling or form.
Example
:
Is tlii s your hat?
Wiriat is your name?
(e) Pupil-inspection, gidded hy teacher,
“Does the first sentence ’need’ an answer?
If it does, there must be a question mark
at the end. Have 3»-ou put one there? If
you have not, do so now,"
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CfT Pupi 1 -correct! on. Child ch^-ngee the period
into a. question mrk.
Spelling
.
The correct spelling of words req-ji red in
written expression should be insisted upon. Ail unfar.lHar
words needed in written ccmposi ti on should be placed upon
the blacidDoard previously, since children cannot adequately
carry ever the teacher's oral spelling of these words,
Chi Idren should be encouraged to wri te spontaneous compos-
should
i ti ens at home; but the teacher/^ nsi st
,
however, that they
form the habit of asHng others how to spell all unfetri liar
words reqijd red.
Procedure for conduct! ng the lesson . Tl-ie mat e ri a 1 s
of written composition shou-ld in general be those which
have been previ ously developed orally. These r;&y be the
contribution of an individual, or they be the result of
a, cooperative exercise to which many c3i. Idren have contil-
:>uted. As the com^position is developed it is v^ii tten on
the blacid)oard by the teacher, Tl.e cM Idren, guided by the
teacher, contribute the content, the required spelling,
capl tali za ti on and punctuation. This procedure riiakes real
teaching and learning possible to each cli Id in uhe class.
Length of the com.posi ti on, Elaborette or long
written compositions have no place in the life oi the pri
-
nary school child. Long compositions have been written,
but such composi ti ons do not make ior econon^'" in learning.
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When the subject is broad in scope, the situation n-By be
met by developing a paragraph or topic each day
The more capable children may write longer compcsi ti cn)B
providing they keep to the topic assigned and have access t|c
the proper spelling of required words, through a "finding**
or vocabulary list, such as that used in the Boston Public
43
School System, Hov/ever, the fiamework of the cooperative
composition should be short and staunch, and the shorter,
the better able the teacher i s to develop that paragraph-
unity so essential to good writing.
The c o p^ri ng exe rcj se , ^en the composition has been
developed in this manner, it is used as a copji. ng exercise.
In the cop:.'i ng exercise, nothing short of accuracy itself
should be accepted,
Cop;:,^ ng is not the simple thing the inexperienced be-
lieve it to be. Right habits of c o pjri ng must be establishe
by careful teaching as well as careful practice, Pven the
youngest child must be taught and then trained to see the
word he i s to copy as a single unit and not as several
groups of letters, Failure to see the whole word in a sing
flash of the eye is responsible for many bad copj'ing habite
Such imiproper procedures are responsible for the ciri ssi on
of letters and punctuation. And Copjring, we are told, is
an exceedingly important phase of teacld ng written expres-
43, Boston Public Schools, Pupil^s Word List
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Sion. Teachers need to he reninded of the fact that in the
experience of the Civil Service Coirarission raore applicants
fail on the copying test than on an^^- other.
The seat work cards used in various reading systems
afford constant practice in copying. Their particular valud
lies in the fact that an error or omission my he quickly
corrected, hy remo'^ring the wrong form and inserting the
right one. Construction of sentences with letter cards is,
hhwever, a rmuch used and much abused practice. Teachers
must keep in nind that this is the beginning of the copying
exercise, hut that it loses its value and invites deserved
scorn when the exerci ses^’-renot purposeful, and progressively
graded. Such exercises have little place in the third
grade, nor in the latter part of the second grade for that
matter. Constructions should only he given to accomplish a
definite end. The child must he given a motive for such
work. Explain to hi m that this work is going to help him
to remember his spelling, to learn the words whi cIl he needs
for a spelling match, or to help lii m wri te better composi-
ti ons.
The child must not he asked to construct sentences if
he i s not supplied with the necessarj'’ capitals and mb-rks of
punctuation. To expect hi m to do so i s to teach error.
Impress upon the child that the use of the small letter i n«
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stead of the capital is incorrect and that he must, there-
fore, leave a space or make the required form on a blank
piece of paper.
The Pi eta ti on Lesson. Dictation should be used cMefl^
a-s a dull and test exercise, its purpose being to provide
practice and to test (a) technicalities of written form, anc
(b ) the degree of master^'’ over the spelling vocabularj^,
Uemory gems and snatches of literature have no place in the
lictation exercise. The technique required by the former
ls that of the appreciation lesson; the technique required
3y the latter, is that of mastery. Generally speaking the
Oictation lesson should contain none but familiar woreds.
Developing a critical attitude, ]?ver'r written exercise
should be followed by pupil-criticism, the child, himself,
iiscoveiing his own shortcomings. This trains the did Id
•
tn the essential habit of self
-i nspec ti on followed by self-
jorrection, an attitude whj ch is absolute essential to
5elf-i mprovernent.
Even in the beginning stages of written composition,
the clii Id must be trained in such habits. Before exariring
the child’s copj’i ng or printed construction exercise, the
teacher should direct self-i nspec ti on of the clrdld’s work
as follows;
Teacher: Read the first sentence. Rave you left out
any word? (Be sure to ^^ive the eld id time
to discover whether he has done so or not,)
1
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Look at the first word in the sentence. Lid
you begin it with a ca,pi tal letter; if not,
do so now. Look at the end of the sentence;
did you place the light mark at the end? Have
you spelled each word correctly?
This order should be follov/ed with each sent-
ence.
Directions for exar/i natl on of printed or written copj^
should be .kept in the presence of the child, preferably on
loose-leaf chart. If this is done, the teacher need only
point to the particular point being stressed, and the cid Id
thus guided, will examine and correct his copy, Lor such
exercises as cop^d ng and dictation, the rules for ciiticisir
might be as follows;
Have I left out any words?
Have I spelled each word correctly?
Have I begun each sentence with a capital letter?
Have I begun names of people and places with
capital letters?
Have I placed a period o3P question mark at the end
of each sentence?
Jor composition of a more creative nature, the formula
for the child to use in criticizing his composition should
include the above details, preceded by the following points
which for this particular type of exercise are more essen-
tial; namely,
-
I s irt,'” composition interesting?
Lid I stick to the point?
Lid I leave out all unnecessary/- "ands”?
*
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Could I make composition better?
In the cooperative exercise, the particular point bei n
stressed in the teaching of the day should be given first
considemti on, in order that it mxy be kept in the focus
of the chi Id *8 attention. Later, all the points that have
been previously taught should be checked.
Obviously, the most constructive type of criticism is
that bijiilt up cooperatively by the class. At least one
exercise should be thus criticized daily. An excellent pro
cedure is to place on the blackboard one paragraph w>ii ch ha
been built up orally or wliich, in the third grade, nay have
been written by an individual cMld, A stenographic report
of the latter type follows and illustrates the manner of
conducting such cooperative criticism. The composition was
written in the chi. Id’s diain'- before school and w<a,s selected
for class stud^.
Original form of composi ti_o_n. (Grade Tliree)
Last night, my mother and I met father over
at Pud ley Street, Then we rode in town. We went to Gil-
christ & Co, My mother bought two beautiful dresses,
We stayed there about two hours.
Teacher: What are the good things about Hta’s
composi ti on?
John: Your sentences are good, Rita..
Rita; Thank you, John,
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Grace: Your spelling is all right, Rijia,
Rita; Thank you, Grace. Etc.
Teacher; Can an;^rone help Rita to improve her composi
-
ti on?
f
Robert; You could cross out the last sentence, Rita,
(Rita looks distressed and urwilDjng)
Teacher; Rita, did you think it was important to tell
us that you starred there two hours?
Ri ta ; Ye s
,
!vti s s
Teacher; Wh^’- did you object to it, Robert?
Robert; It is not interesting.
Teacher; How many feel it is not interesting? (An
almost unani mous show of hands, )
Teacher; DPhi ch do you wish to do, Rita,- keep the
sentence because you thi nk i t i s important,
or erase it because the cbd Idren tlii nk that
it is uni nterestiiig? (Rita, reluctantly,
erases the last sentence,
)
Tleanwhi le
,
Leon, who has been in the country only three
months, looks puzzled.
Teacher; Leon, something isn't quite clear to you,
T<tiy we help you?
Leon; I Ho' not understand Gi Ichii st and Co,
Teacher; If Rita said 'We went shopping’, would 3»-ou
understand ir, Leon?
Leon; Yes, Mss,
Teacher; Did you go i n an automobile, Rita?
Ri ta; No
,
TAi 8 3
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Teacher; Well then, does not evex^^/hody understand
that you went from Dudley Street^ Isn’t it
the only way one can go? Are your fi rst
se ntenc es - i nte re 8 ti ng 5*
Rita; No, liiss....... (Erases them)
Teacher; I can see how by corrbining
^
tlie next two
sentences, Rita could make a fine beginning
sentence. Begin; My mother emd I ,
Rose; mother and I went in town to do some
shopri ng.
Teacher; Could i t be said so as to include the next
sentence?
Mai^r; My mother and I went i n to Grilchiist’s to do
some shoppi ng.
Teacher; That makes a wonderful beginning sentence,
I should be interested in knowing for whom
the dresses were bought,
Ri ta; * Por me.
Teacher; T^lake that clear in your sentence,
Rita; She bought tv^o beautiful dresses for me.
Teacher; You haven’t told us, Rita, how you felt abou
the dresses,
Rita; I just love both of them.
The improved composition.
^ mother and I went in to Gilchrist’s to do
some shopping. She bought two betiutiful dresses
for me. I just love both of them.
In composing a cooperative stor;j'', no attempt is made
to improve the vocabulaiy with which the storj'’ is expressed
until the framework of the stoi;\'’ has been staunchlj^ bid It.
This, as indicated in our previous discussion of wa^rs to
b
»
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hold the child to the point, has been built up sentence by
sentence, each sentence having been selected from materials
contributed by different children, the class comparing,
Judging, and eliminating all but the best. The teacher then
guides the children to improved phrasing as illustrated by
the following stenographic report, based upon lecture study
^ n a thi rd grade.
The original framework of the composition i s as fellows ;
Dorothy and her dog are looking in a bakerj'’
window. They are looking at some cetkes, Dorothy
and Li ndv look as i f they vvould like some.
Teacher
Chi Id No, 1
** ITo
.
2
” Uo, 3
•• ITo. 4
" ITo. 5
Teacher
A ciid Id
;
Another chi Id
;
Teache r:
A chi Id I
Another child:
Wiiat ki nd of dog is thi s?
A brown dog.
A shaggy brown dog.
A hungry looking dog.
An I ri sh terrier.
An Ai rdale
.
Look at the cakes, Tiiey make mouth
water. How might we describe tliern?
frosted cakes.
Delicious-looking cakes.
They tempt n^'' appetite. Does anyone kjnew
a word that would describe that?
Tempti ng.
Appeti zi ng.
Teacher: Look at the expressions on their faces.
You have said that Dorothy and Li ndjj^ look
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a-s i f they would li ke a cake, Tyiere are
Words wM ch mean that they wish for one
very much. Do you know any such word?
A child: They long for some.
Teacher: Yes: so we might say, ’They are lookitig' -
how?
CM Id : Lo ngi ngly
,
Teacher: Someone said awiii le ago, that they look as
if they wished for some. We iiad a word
in our reading lesson the other day wlii ch
we fodnd meant ”1(4 sh-ful”. It sounds lik?
wishful, too. Do you remeriher i t?
Chi Id : Wi 3 tful
.
Teacher: Put "ly** on this word and you have another
way of sa^ng that the ch4 Idren are look-
ing longingly. Begin: Dorothy and Li ndy
Child: Dorothy and Linder are locking wistfully
at the cakes.
Teacher: Let us rewrite tlii s stor^'’ and improve it
wi th some of these heauti ful words. I
shall leave hlan^ss and you may select
for the blanks the expression whd ch you
li ke best.
The dog:
a shaggy dog.
a shaggy brown dog.
a hungry loold ng dog.
an I ri sh terri er.
an Ai rdale.
The cakes:
fros ted
terapti ng
deli ci ous-loold ng
appe ti zi ng
Looki ng - how?
as i f they would ii ke some
longi ngly
wi stfully
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The children proceed as directed to enrich the skeletdn
story here outlined 2
Dorothy and her ^are looking in a bakerj^ window^
Th.ere are some ^cakes in it. Dorothy and Lindy are
lo o ki ng at the m.
Motivatio
n^
j) written comoosi ti on
.
The fo 1iowi ng ac ti •vlk -
ties provide natural situations for the motivation of writ-
ten composi tions:
1) Making a loose-leaf composition booklet to be taker
home monthly furnishes a motive for excellent copying of
compositions built up cooperatively.
2) Writing for the class newspaper encourages childrer
to careful organization and expression of thought. The bes-
©ral compositions contributed be recorded on the board
and typed by the teacher, in the case of the j'-ounger child 2||Bn,
or copied by the author in a book kept for this purpose.
3) iyfe.jd.ng oooklets to be sent to The Red Cross and
Children’s Hospital supplies stimulating rootive. The 2:eadii:|g
of a letter from Red Cross Headquarters to the effect that
these booklets, especially those centering around pictures^
are more appealing than toys to eld loren in the hospitals,
adds zest to the writing of the compositions.
Booklets organized around any center of class or indii
idual interest add excellent motive for written composi ti oi|.
as well as for the crystallization of subject-matter.
BiiS rlo tzsxiy o^t ba b&eoojq n&xblJxfo siH'
: .o©rt tX{TJu o ox ©if o» a
^womivr ^ a t anMooX f,ni, ^-cnoa
Yria-o^ocr
.j t ni ^geoa ©«i^ eaedT
•m a:{vt
^
3a i2£0ol
- Mr t^ooi 3,t twoIXol ©/IT
-Ji'xw ':o exij «io*t aito tJw;;; ia ©xjivo'rq ©©ij-
/tinoij iaoCj^iToo
«&a.BS ,d o»- JsXXooci nottsmimoo tubi-seoal a yitUX f£
£0 antTuOO lot 8vl.-<tt a eorfatnairl v£.-i.-no»i Morf
.vi^TtJ^wiQoo qu Jlcua enotJiajqnoo
'.^i.£i.ro a 9a«i/mon^ i 9q«iow,i Qoi£o sriJ lol sntttf
^ustf J((T
.T-tjjto.-f.- to aotimftzuxB Itui no t’iw ii^Sio Xi/'/jiiuo 0-
art, no oobrooa, ao W iiaiodiri .too ano U £aoa«oc £«(,
•|oXMo i»3n„„x
.lorfono.t odl ^0 to,.-, £,.-,.,
.oaoqi,^ at£j ^o't Xooo « nt ::onox.^ a4.- baMoo to'
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Iife-ki ng a ddle Book is always a source of appeal.
Booklets 3my also Toe made for the earned leisure tabic
The exchange of booklets with other classes will add zest
to the activity.
Waiting a diary is always an excellent stimulus for
written composition. Any item of interest provides subject
matter. These maybe written dai ly before school. Several
children are daily given the privilege of writing their re-
ports on the blackboard. These form the basis of class
study as previously illustrated.
Written communication is a natural instinct common to
all little children. Si. nee the writing of friendly letters
is one of our needs of written composition, we should
utilize the instinct for written composition by encouraging
interest in writing letters from the beginning. The form
of the latter may be the simplest, and taught thrrrugh a
skeleton formv/hich is kept in the presence of the chi Id re r
This may simply be a salutation with lines blocked to rep-
resent the body of the letter and the place for the signa-
ture*
Interest will be supplied through the use of a mai 1-
bag, into which the children drop their letters. The teacl
er keeps control of the situation by explaining to the cM ]
dren that, of course, they wish to learn to write well, and
so she reserves the right of examining all letters placed
•
•
1
1
1
1
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in the mail-bag. The one who has wil tten the most interest
Ing letter may be postman and deliver the mail.
In the thi rd grade, chi Idren may roake envelopes by
drawing around a cardboard pattern, Tiie envelope supplies
a very stimulating situation for masted ng the spelTiing of
Mr., Mrs., and I^^iss, and the cMld’s address, wid ch facts
are taught in Grade Three.
Any experience which touches the child’s interest
furnishes content. Such anniversaries as birthdays,
Mother’s Bay, Valentine’s Day, May Bay, Thanksgi vl ng
,
and
Christmas provide motive for letter-writing and moreover
Initiate a most desirable manner of observing such anni ver-
sa li esQ
Illustrations of children’s letters.
Dear T^iary,
I have a new sled,
G rac e
.
Bear IB. ss
Your line was bad today on the stairs.
Someone was maid, ng a squealing noise, Ili ss S.
rrade us wait until the boy owned up. We are sorry
because we know it will make you cross.
Your f end
,
Mari e
.
Bear All ce
,
Can you come over to house tonight?
•'
'
.
' iV
«
r/
'i
mm wi I
'
Jane and I are going to play school,
I wi 11 he the teacher.
He len.
T)ear Torrij
'liy father is back. He got horrie
last night. He brought me a new tie
from New York,
Pred.
3?ear Ned
,
Dad brought home rry skates. They
are dandy and sharp. I hope it freezes
toni ght
,
Jac k.
Dear Mother,
I love you heaps and heaps. You
are good to me. You do eve a^'-tlii ng for
me. On Mother*s Day I am going to do
something nice for you. It is a surprise.
I know you wi 11 li ke it.
Your lovl ng chi id
,
Ethel.
Securing Correc t La^nguap;e
Correct Usage is largely a imitter of habit,- of heail ng
end sa^d ng the correct form over and over again until only
the correct form sounds right or comes automatically to
Dur lips.
In establishing correct usage, we must compete with
the forms established by such offsetting influences as the
^
street, the playground and the movies. V/e must take cur
i
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cue from the methods which have proved successful in such
situations. The success of these agencies is due chiefly
to the degree of interest which they have been able to
arouse. Play interest always means high interest, and dur-
ing high interest impression is at its peek. Hence, we
must provide opportunities for forirlng cori^ct si^eech habiti
under conditions of high interest.
Language Games, Such interesting and stimulating
language games are now provided by text-books th^t it is
unnecessary to mention specific games at this time.
It is intended, however, that during the proposed
Ebctension Course as during ptist courses, provision shall
De made for the exchange of the more effective language
games. The procedure by which this exchange is effected
1 s as f0ll0V73,
Each teacher selects the four most flagrant errors
made by her class, as determined by the class survey. For
each error she presents the three rncst effective games -.or
devices which she can invent or find for effecting the cor-
rection of these errors. The supervisor selects the most
desirable and original of the games thus submitted, and
groups them together to meet a particular need, for example
tO’ impress the use of "he doesn’t". These are organized,
typed, and distributed for use by all teachers, Tliey
‘i ' UW*-’-. v*
.
^ ^ *
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j ' u
O.i* \ ..
^ fliu-
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Lnvaiiably provide for those errors scientific study
las proved, cause the highest percent of the total errors
reported, namely,- the veibs he, see, do, come and go.
In pla;;,lng language garrjes, the following characteil sti c
if effective drill should he observed, Hie game or drill
should he:
1« Brief - never over five ninuxes duration,
2. Intensive.
3. Frequent. Experience proves that short, regular prac-i
tice is more effective in forming hahi t than longer
periods of practice at intermittent periods,
4. Varied from day to day.
5. Appealing.
6. Economical. In choosing gauges, caution must he oh-
served that the game is not one tiiat devotes too
much time to the sport involved, in proportion to
that given to drill in corxecr expression.
7. Satisfying. ITc penaltj'- such as the exclusion of
cllldren who make errors should he pernUtted.
8. It should provide for the maximum of participation,
Ihe ETiore chi Idren who say and hear the correct
form in a given time, the mere quickly vi 11 the
desired response hecome automatic,
9, Tii 11 should he applied at the point of need, Cauti cr
must he oh served that inaiviauai cId Idren v/ho re-
quire drill should parti ci pLtte most actively in the
game. Moreover, class time siiould not he wasted
upon games unless they contrihute to an e:>d. sting
neea.
Correction of errors. Correction with little children
should avoid mention of the wrong form. It is a case par-
illel to the teachl nc of a homoohone in spellinp:. Ve
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impress one form in its context; when this is fixed a secon(.
form iB presented; and then the two are "brought together fo;
comparison. To do otherwise in the initial stage of learn-
ing causes confusion and doubt. In the upper grades, where
the right and wrong language forms are o"bviou8, the cM Id
Vi 11 select the right form v;i th no attending confusion;
lence, in these grades, we may effectively present pesters
smphasizing the right and condemning the wrong form. For
sxam.ple
,
a sixth grade "boy can visualize ”I-ti,int*’ being
pommelled to extinction, orbelUnd prison bars, or being
and carry away only the impression intenaed.
lurled into the" ocean by "I -am-not" /'^On the other hand,
the young child needs to see the correct form and only the
3orrect form in a contextual or objective setting. A poster^
for example, portra;,ri ng beys waving thei r hats jubilantly
light be labelled - “We woni“ Or, a cardboard mount, to th€|
3enter of which a pencil is attached, and upon v/hi ch are-
printed the words, is broken” makes a desirab](l€
type of poster for impressing this form so often inccrrectlj
jsed. Such posters should be kept constantly in the cldlcl^s
presence until no further need exists.
In addition to the language game and poster,- we cannot
overestimate the practice in correct usage afforded by
cooperative telling of cumulative stories. In such folk-
stories as “The Travels of a Fox,” for example, the cM Id
rgppa.+.pf^ Ty ViPfi.rR and aava »lt is lj.I<Ir, Fox, 1 come in?*’

Valuable Sources. The following references are recora-
mended. to teachers as particularly rich in suggestions for
language gaFes.
Charters, Cowan, & Betz, Essential Language Habits,
Book One, Si Iver Burdett
.
Charters & Paul, Games and Other devices for Im-
proving Pupils* English, Dept, of the Interior, Bureau
of Education, Bulletin Ho, 43, 1923,
Howard 4 Howard, The Language Garden, Ife-cmi ilan,
iiahoney, J, J,
,
Standards in English, World Bock Co,
Potter, Jeschke, k Gillet, Oral Et,nd Written English
Book One, Ginn & Co,
Slieridan, Kleiser 4 I/Sathews, Speaisi ng and Writing
of English, Book One, Benjamin Sanborn <fc Co.
Wohlfarth and I^honey, Self-Helps in English, Book
0 ne , Wo rid Book Co.
Young and Meinmott, iilodern Methods in Elementary
English, B. Appleton Co.
Standards in Composition.
As previously stated, response will vary according to
individual and class abi Ij ties. The range will be wide
within any one class and between parallel grades in diffe refit
sections of the city. Consequently
,
reliable objective
standards are difficult to secure and to set up. There is,
however, a certain standardization of judgment which is
possible of attainment, the realization of wiii ch will make
for progress in teaclii ng and learning.
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These standards should he based upon oral rather than
written composition, excepting perhaps during the latter
part of the third year. Each teacher should establish such
standards for her own particular grade; or, better still,
the teachers of parallel grades in the same school can sele^
common grade standards, for particular periods of the year.
A common subject may be assigned and the compositions judgec
from the standpoint of previous teaching and pre-.ctice.
The proposed Extension Course v/i 11 consider such peiioc
Ic goals and grade standards; first, in order to develop th«
teacher’s judgment regarding the merit of c>ii lQren*s compos^
, ti cns ; and, secondly, to set up stand£».rds v^/hi ch r».y be
reached by seventy-five percent of the class. The supervise
therefore, purposes to ask teachers to submit such standards
for their own classes.
The composition standards given below represent stan-
iards submitted by teachers attending previous courses. The
jomposi ti ons are based upon the oral narration of personal
jxperiences recorded in codified or s te nog rapid c form and
Later recorded in full by the teachers. The compositions
lave been judged along those points of composition which
the teachers ha.ve been stressing.
In making the scale, teachers regarded ’'Fair” as that
type of composition which seventy-five percent of the chi 1-
irftn In the class could eaual or excel at the end of the
!t
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year, ng below this level of attainment was regarded
as •^Poor”, while the compositions at the opx>osi te end of
the scale,- those few compositions of outstanding rrerit,
were regarded as "Supe ri or" . In between came the "Good "and
* Krcellent" composi ti on§, readily di s ti ngul shab le on the basis
of interest, structure, and arrangement. It seems unwise
to set up standards of compositions for the entire group,
since experience and language ability in different parts
of the school systemi present such wide variation. There-
fore, we shall simply attempt to influence JudgLient by
submitting to the teachers suggestive standards of comtposi
-
ti on with the accom^panyi ng basis of judgment.
Standards
Grade One - Poor
1 .
I went to my cousin ^s. Ify father brought me to
my cousin'*s, cousin gave me a nickel.
These compositions are placed in this
group because they are uni nteresti ng
and lack seciuence of thcugiit,
liy sister’s name is Antonetta and she makes
dresses and she goes to work. She rrttices dresses and
sometimes she makes dresses for me.
This storj'’ is weak and disorganized, and
incorrect sequence. The sentence sense
is poor, of the "run-on" type. Useless
re pe ti ti on loake s it uni n te re s ti ng
,
liaiii 1es t s
I

3I went to see rry brother.
He gave me a gun.
Then I went home.
Here we have an uni nterestj ng beginning
sentence and a weak ending. There is a
certain sequence of aoLion expressed,
but one sentence does not lead up to
another, and there is nothing in the
statements to arouse our interest or
cuii osi ty.
4 ,
One day my kitty went away,
Slie cajifc back in a couple of days.
My father feeds her sometimes at night.
In tills composition the child has a fairly
good beginning sentence wlii ch leads up to
the second sentence, but the composition
lacks unity in that the third sentence
presents an entirely nev/ thought. Had
the child given us, in tld s last sentence,
her own mental re -action to the temporaiy
loss of her kitty she rri glit have a good
composi ti on.
5 ,
I went to see Santa Claus.
He asked me what I wanted.
There was a clown there.
The same is true of this composition as
of the preceding. The child has not
kept to the single piiase idea, A deligiitful
composition loight have resulted iiaa the
child taken for her subject the thought
expressed in the last sentence, and en-
larged upon this.

6lly mother bought me a game and
it was square with a hole in it
and you put a red thing down in it.
This oral composition is poor. It is
weak and tells nothing of interest.
As is evident, the clii Id has developed
no sentence sense to date.
Grade I - Fai r
1 .
I have a cat at home, Ever3' ti me I
sit down he jum.ps into n^r lap.
He laps rmr face.
Then he runs away.
This composition is fai r because it relates
orcLint4.ry facts* with no personal reaction
or special interest,
2
,
Last Saturday I went riding,
I went to iqy uncle’s farm,
I saw the cows and sheep.
Till s composi ti on i s fai r because i t i s but
a catalogue of events, Tlie sentences are
clearly defined.
3
.
I went to cousin’s, I saw a little
baby. We were playing house with
the di she s •
In each of these composi xi ons there is a
mere statement of facts. There is no
variety or suggestion of iiiagi riaii on or
inference to aaa to the interest.

151.
111 vacation tiiDe I went down to
the lake*
I played v^i th a little girl down there.
Her name was Betty,
This corcposj ti on does not lack unity, tut it
is not interesting. Our curiosity is not
aroused ty the statements made, and the end-
ing i s weak,
5,
On Christmas I went to aunt's,
Sne gave me a Christmas present.
It was a handkerchief.
Here v/e have a plain statement of facts;
the single phase principle is not vio-
lated, hut the sentences are uninteresting.
The three sentences might have heen combined
to ii£4.ke two mere interesting ones, and
the composition would be somewhat improved,
6,
I have a hahy, Mjjr hahy's name is
Angie, Ify hahy takes little
hreem and sweeps rhe house.
The sentence sense is good hut unnecessary'’
repetition makes thd s composition only
fai r.
Grade I - Good
X ft
In vacation I went to ri^*- aunt's
house
«
Wiien I went home she gave me a
pecketbook.
She put a di me i n i t
,
Wni le this coraposi ti on lYight he considered
c*. mere catalogingof facts, it is more interesting
than those ra’ceu as "fair**, anu the ending
is fairly good. It could he improved hy ccnhinii
xhe thoughts expressea in ohe first two sentences
and thus reaciii ng the main point of the storj''
»
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sooner. It has continuity of thought,
2 ,
^_en I was corring hoine from Clj nton
X savv a hi g Ciirl stmus tree.
It was out on the lawn,
it liaci all colored lights on it.
Mere again we have the ”si ngle phase" idea;
also an interesting heginring sentence, hut
the ending is not particularly good.
aunt came to n^'’ house Sunday.
^e played with Hic}iard*s pool -table,
aunt heat.
This has an uninteresting beginning sentence;
hut it possesses uihty, ana iias an excellent
endi ng,
Sunday I went to church. I/y sister
went to church with me. We sang
and said our prayers in church.
This is a fi ni shed Whole 4 It keeps to the
point. The sentences are clear-cut hut
unne ce ssary re pe ti ti on iiia.ke s it uni nte le s ti ng
.
5 ,
We have a singing clock in our
house. Wlien iry hahy cries v/e
play i t and she stops*
This is a complete stoi;^^ ,wrilt.k The two
sentences axe clearly defi ned emd closely
related. The reaction in the last sentence
is interesting*
6 *
Itijy littld brother’s name is Prancis,
We play horse. I am the horse and he
is the driver. We play "Riding to
Boston**,

133 .
There is mere than a. mere telling of facts
in this composition. The suggestion of how
and what they play gives it a personal
touch that is a step in advance of the fair
group.
7 ,
I went to the factoi^/ where the;;-
mke toys with my mother. I saw a
lion. He had a battei;;- inside him.
It made him move Ms head and his tail.
An interesting experience told in complete
sentences with sequence of thought. Ke has
nade Ms audience feel -that the lion was the
most interesting toy he savtr. The fact that
the first sentence is clumsy removes the
composition from the excellent class,
Grade One - libccellent
1
A li ttle hoy came to our house to
see us, Ify father put Mm in a cliai r
and tieu him so he would not fall
out. We gave Mm a train and an
auto and a gun cind an apple to play
with. When he saw them he said, "Oh
h oy ! f
In this composition the cM Id tells how they
tried to entertain the little friend. The
way in wMch he shows the little fellow's
appreciation is very simple but efi“ective.
It takes away the feeling of mere statement
of facts, and places tMs composition in
the excellent group,
Saturday l went up tcv/n v;i ^h iry
mother, Slie bought hb a bicycle.
It cost ten dollars.
The incident is complete. The thoughts are
well organized, Tlie sentences are clean-cut.
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5 .
Santa Claus brought nie a little
play dog.
It has a how around its neck with
a hell tied on the how,
I take it to hed every night.
Here again we have a sequence of zrelated sentences.
The heginriing is fairly good and arouses interest.
The ending sentence hints at the child’s own
redaction; we can read into it Ids fondness for
his. “play dog”; and tld s forms an excellent ending,
4 ,
Santa Claus brought me a bicycle.
It has a hell on it.
I play fi re -engi ne wi th it.
The child has observed the single phase idea.
He iias given three related sentences wliich
describe briefly the most important character-
istics of liis toy.
At home I have a little liiachine
gun. There are six little bullets.
When I shoot them^ iris'- kitten runs
after them. They roll and. he thinks
they are mice.
An interesting experience well told. The varied
beginnings of the sentences and the touch of
imagination at the end aaa to ohe interest.
6 .
We have lost our li Ltle brcv;n pup.
He ran out ana aid not come back*
Some one must have stolen him,
A pathetic situation told in an appealing way.
The description of the dog, the account of
his disappearance and the inference drawn
place this in the excellent group.
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7
.
It was 8@ cold mother would
not let us go out doors,
si ster and I played store, Siie
was the lady who came to huy.
She h ought some dishes and a
little table to put them on.
The beginning of this composition with its inference
is more advanced than in the good group. The kind
of game described suggests a use of the imagination.
Grade One - Supeij or,
1 ,
Out in in^r back yard there i s an
apple tree. Truly, it *3 the prettiest
apple tree you ever savj. In the spring-
time, it is all covered with pi nk^'--
whj te blossoms, Tiie ice storm smashed
the lovliest branch on it - the one
where I used to have ic^r swing, l-Tow I
can never swing there anyr<3c.rej
This composition is of unusual merit for the
grade* It is almost poetic in its description
of the tree* ••Pink^/-whi te “ blossoms, for example,
is an exquisite touch. The incident is drantit-
ically depicted, and the strong climax leaves
one sorrowing v;lth little Virginia in the loss
of branch and sv;ing*
When I went to see Santa Claus he
said, ”Shake hands”. He was a funny
fat man; but I liked him just the
same, I don’t think he’ll fi t i n
my chi mney, though.
Story shows variety of thought on a familiar
subject. The story is interesting, well told,
and has a fine beginning sentence. The cMld’s
personal reaction, well expressed, adds value to
the story.

3 ,
I lost rr^ nickel and dime that
I had for stamps*
I went to I4i SB D’s room to see
if she had them*
A big girl had found them,
I was glad to get rrc'’ money.
This composition is a good illustration of the
••single phase" principle. The sentences follow
in good sequence* The experiences related are
very personal, and the child’s reaction to the
incident is well stated. The beginiiing sentence
is good, and tlie ending is excellent,
4
,
I hung up rr^ stocking for Santa
Claus, In it I found a little
reindeer. I named himBlitzen,
This composition possesses unity; the sentences
are i nte x-e sting ; and it has an excellent ending,
I think the coherence suggested by the beginning
of the second sentence is unusual. It reveals a
desire to apply new vocabulary'’, as evidenced in
naming the reindeer BH tzen,
5 ,
Frankie and Leo were having a snow-
ball fight from thei r forts, AJLl the
boys were helping Frankie to win by
making snowballs for him,
Arthur was piling up the snowballs
when the first thing he knew Frankie’s
fort tumbled down on hi s head.
This composition is superior because it relates
an interesting incident in clear-cut sentences
and presents a picture. It shows that the cM Id
could think through the details of the snowball
fight from beginning to end. The last sentence
is mature in form for a first grade child.
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6 .
Ify cat was licking a Id card. She got a
sliver in her tongue. She was wild hecauBe
she could not get it out, Ever3'- minute,
she kept putting her paw up to her tongue.
Here we have a complete incident, A statement is
made and an explanation followB, Another statement
is followed by similar explanation. The expressions
•she was wild* and “every minute* are forceful
and chi Id li ke •
7 ,
Down at Scituate there is a dog named
Pat, uncle put some bread on Pat’s
nose. Then he said, “Steady Pat,’" Pat
threw back his head. The bread bounced
right off Pat’s nose and into his mouth.
The author of this composition thinks through an
incident. She keeps to the point. Thought follows
thought in correct sequence. Suspense is involved.
The beginnj.ng sentence Is very direct, and the
ending sentence very satisfj’lng.
Grade Two - Poor.
1
.
After school Arthur and I took out
our sleds and went up the hi 11 and
we had lots of fun and I was ti red
when I came home and after supper I
heard Eig Brother on the radio.
The rairbling type of composition, - a mere cataloging
of events strung together with ands,
mother told me to go to the store
to get her some nice and some milk
and I went and the street was so slipper^'’
I fell down and Helen was wi th me and
she fell down too.
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This composition is poor in sentence
structure, ”Run-on'* sentences are strung
together by a succession of "ands**.
3 ,
Last Satuida2’- afternoon I went to
a party. In the game of "Buster B rown,
"
Peggie won a violin. At the table, I
had a horseshoe on Lhe end of ny ribbon.
This composition is told in clear-cut sentences,
but lacks unity and interest, Tiie "ending"
sentence is not in any way related to the pre-
ceding one,
4
,
We were out .elding.
So we saw a turtle.
So we took it home,
5 ,
I had a birthday last vveek,
I sot a gold ling.
And I got a doll and a carriage.
These compositions are quite charcicteri stic
of the early work of second grade each
year. In the first, the incorreect and repeated
use of "So" spoils the story. In the second,
the repeti tion of the pronoun and of "got"
is unpleasant. Both contain coramoni^lace facts
told in an uninteresting way,
6 ,
I helped jirr mother Saturday, Bverj’'
time I help her, and raother gives
me a nickel everi^r time I help her.
The cliild has violated uni ty of tijue. She has
repeated expressions unnecessarily. The compos-
ition is uninteresting, weak, and disorganized.
Grade Two Pai r.
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lo
Saturday n^r brother and I cliiibed
up the ladders down at the Park.,
Then we slid down the ladders. Then
Y;e c limbed up to the top again.
This child has used clean-cut sentences, Ke has kept
to the point. The sequence is correct. It is, howevei
,
very ordinary from point of Interest, Reijetition of
**cliiihed up,” and ”tlie ladders" makes the composition
only passable,
2 ,
I iiad fun at ny birthday party.
We had ice cream and cake,
We wore paper caps,
I have marked this composition "Fair," The
sentences are clean-cut, but the composition
lacks interest. There is no tiling about the
party to distinguish it from evex^r otlier party.
The subject was too general for successful
treatment in a three -sentence composition,
3 ,
One day I went for a ride on
bicycle, I went over to Denison
Ave, I went up to the top of the
hill and coasted down.
This composition is "Fair" because it is simply
a narration of facts with no specietl interest,
I has a poor beginning. The repetition of
"I went" v;eakens the sentence structure.
4
,
Yesterday when I carre home from
school I played with* ny little
dog. 1'^’' little dog is a fox-
terrier. little dog rims
after me.
This composition is an improvement over the "Poor"
t3^pe. Three distinct sentences are given but the
repetition of little dog" prevents this from
hfri ng "flood , " . .
.

A 'boy scri'b'bled on the sidewalk*
I waited until he went away.
Then I rjhhed out the scrihhling.
Ah raham.
These sentences are clean-cut but an interesting
incident is told in an uninteresting roatter-of-
fact way.
6 ,
We had a little dog named ITiggy,
He was a little black dog. He
got riin over by an automobile.
The man drove away,
Nothing of interest is contained in tlii s story.
All that the second sentence contains of value
is the word ’^lack*’. The single phase idea
is violated. The ending is weak and irrelevant.
Gvade Two - Good
1
.
Mother bought me a new coat.
It is a lovely light tan. It
has a brown fur collar. I just
love it.
Beginning sentence challenges interest at once.
Sentences clear-cut - closely related, Ps-ints
very clear picture. Joyous reaction in last
sentence.
2 ,
Selma^s chain broke and her beads
spilled all over the floor,
Selma couldn't see to pick them up
'cause she had drops in her eyes.
But Ralph found them all for her.
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Alice has found interest in a conir/ionplace
incident. In her composition we also an-
ticipate the use of more involved sentences.
The use of "cause" and *Tjut" as introduced
show that she has not yet mastered the
sentence
,
3 ,
Last week I was the teacher*
s
helper. It was fun to help. I watered
the plants, I dusted the desk and the
tab le
,
The arrangement of ideas is logical but the
incidents are not of particular interest.
The repetition of "I" is poor.
4
,
I had a little dog named Snookums,
He was alway« getting sick, Ify
mother gave liim castor oil, I felt
sorry for him.
This composition illustrates the single phase
idea. The sentences are short and clear cut,
A real fellow feeling is shown in the i:erson-
al reaction in the last sentence.
5
.
little kitty is gray, white and
yellow. He crawls up shoulder.
He feels warm and soft. He is just
love ly
,
This is a good descriptive 3tor;>’', The words
"citiwl", "warm" and "soft" make one see and
feel the kitty as the little boy sees and
feels it. The last sentence is a sur/iiring
up of the others and also shows the chi Id *8
reaction in the expression of love for his pet.
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6 ,
2Sy cousin told itjC to buy some
bread. Vhen I caine back, she gave
me five cents, I said, *'T]riank you,"
This composi tion is well orgaiUzed, The sentences
are closely related in thought and the sequence is
good. It is, however, too roatter-of-fttct a narra-
tion to be classed with the composi tjcns wMch I
regard as "Excellent,"
7
.
Every Christrias we hang our stock-
ings up, Santa Claus puts toys in
them. In the morning we take the
toys out.
The whole incident is well recounted and the
sequence is particularly;' good. However, it
lacks the v/armth and sincerity of the "l^cellent"
composition. The last sentence might well be
replaced byr one which told how the cid Id felt
when he saw the contents of his stocking.
Grade Two - Excellent
1
.
Auntie has a parrot and a telephone.
Every/ time the telephone rings,
Polly;' says "Telephone i Telex>hone’"
Here are only two sentences, but an intej'e sting
incident is completely^ stated. The first sentence
introduces two story/-characters of interesting
type. One expects an interesting situation to
follow and it does. The child shows good sense in
realizing that his thought has been completely
expressed in but two sentences,
2
.
ISy father gave me this watch for
good work at school.
Even in the dark I can tell the
time by it,’ I shall never be late
for school now.
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3 *
.1^ cousin brought his turtle
when he carae to visit us.
He put it in our bath tub.
When I went to bed I was afraid
:;hat the turtle would get out
of the tub and come into ri^y
room.
While these compositions show only a slight improvemen
over the ”Good** ones, I have marked them "Excellent,**
They are told in a more interesting style. They be-
gin well and manifest a desire to express the personal
reactions of the authors to the incidents which they
have described.
t
4
,
Mother made a cake for supper.
She put chocolate frosting
on it, I love to help her frost
the cake. It is fine to scrape
the dish.
This composition is excellent because it shows
ability to think through an incident. The
sentences are closely related. There is variety
in the beginning of sentences. The last sentence
is a very natural personal reaction.
I saw a bi rd with ^rass in his
mouth, I think he i s going to
make a nest in the pear tree.
When it is made I will clirrb up
and look in.
The child has thought through a situation clearly.
The sentences are clear and closely related. The
last sentence is mature in form and shov/s a child*s
natural feeling concerning a bird^s nest.

mother sent a big bundle to
the old country''. In the bundle
were lots of clothes for a poor
lady, I bet she’ll clap when she
gets it.
The author of this composition reveals in the
very first sentence v^rhat the paragraph is to be
about. The sentences are well knit together.
The closing sentence shows a delightful cMld-
like reaction©
Grade Two - Superior,
1 ,
Last night was my birthday, L£).ady
gave me a great surprise. He iianded
me a box and said, ’’Here is a new
coati" When I opened it, guess what
was inside, A great big dolly tlxat could
open and close her eyes, I v;as so
glad I almost jumped out of shoes.
Here are clean-cut sentences v^ell knit together.
The suspense is withheld which is most efi'ective.
The personal reaction is expressed in a genuine,
childlike wajr. It came out of child’s heart -
not imposed by the teacher’s question.
2 ,
I heard Big Brother last night
and it wasn’t over the radio. He
was invi ted out to our church to
3I)eak to the men’s club, !% father
belongs to the club. He could not
go to hear Big Brother because he
had to work. I went wi th r;'’- rncther
and we heard a program of msic,
I don’t think Big Brother has a
musical voice,
A good beginning sentence arouses interest at
the outset. Curiosity is aroused lay what follows.
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The sentence structure is outstanding for
a second grade child. The last sentence is
very genuine; for the little hoy v/ho related
this incident, although a monotone himself,
loves music and enjoys singing. I was realljr
amused when he closed his composition with
a judgment as to the qiiality of Big Brother’s
voice
,
3o
Something funny happened to me
in vacation, I was out coasting
and William was with me. We were
going down hill on sled when
I fell off into the mud. You should
have seen me when I stood up*
A good beginning sentence arouses interest*
Curiosity is also aroused. The ciiilaren v/ant
to find out about the happening. It proved
to be a commonplace incident but it is told
in excellent sentences, with logical sequence.
The word pictures are excellent. From the
last sentence the humor of the situation
was veiy evidently appreciated,
4o
Under the Christmas tree, I found
a mail truck that Santa Claus had
left for me, sister, Alice and
Tiy brother •‘Sncokie** helped me deliver
the mai 1 from the truck. Now that
Christmas is over, we do not have
so much mail.
This incident is interesting and unusual.
It is well organized and tlie sentence
structure is very good. The closing sentence
is unexpected, and reveals the cldld's regret
The use of "deliver** is mature for a second
grade pupil.
5 ,
Ify- new electric train has real
lights inside it. An engine tows
three cars and a caboose around the
track, I can start and stop it with
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.
a switch, daddy has pronised
to buy me a ti^in-signal real
soon. Then 1*11 have eveiytlung
I need.
This composition is well thought out. It has a
strong personal touch, A very clear and interest-
ing picture is presented, Tiie ending sentence
is very natural.
6o
I can never use ny scooter
unless father is with rae,
street is so steep that it
is dangerous, I might slide
off the sidewalk onto the car
tracks. And that woula be the
end of the scooter and rae^^*
all light
J
This incident is well organized and expressed.
It shows good command of language as evinced
hy steep" and "dangerous," The last sentence
is typical of the boy - bright, mature, and
good-natured.
Grade Three - Poor
1 ,
Saturday i was helping ly mother,
Pirst I washed uhe dishes. Next,
I swept the floor. Next, I minded
the baby. Next, ly father came
home to his dinner, and ly mother
told him I wa„s a good girl.
This composition is of the rcLi&)ling, "run-on" type,
Tlie child fails to select one phase of the subject,
but ranhles on, merely suggesting incidents. It
i3n*t worth telling or listening to.
• >
Last rdght I went coasting, so
a girl asked me if she could come
on, I told her she could have a ride.
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Then the girl had one coaet.
This is uninteresting, and is characterized hy
repetition of words, and lack of sentence
inastery and coherence,
3,
I tried to imke a snowmn, T]rie
snow was too soft. It wouldn^t
stay together, Wlrien I brought
the snow up on icy piazza to rtEike
a snowman it fell down.
Correct sequence is lacking in this composition.
There is unnecessary repetition. It is uninterest-
ing because the child really 'nad no interesting
thoughts concerning the making of the snowman,
Crade Three - Fai
r
1,
Last night when 1 went home from
school I went skating up the
Comrricn, Then Reta came along, so
she was skating on one skate. I
v/as skating on the other one.
This composition from an irmnigrant section shows
more individuality than the preceding one. It is,
however, a mere recounti, ng of details. Repeti-
tion of "then** ana ‘'skating** proves the child is
just naming steps in the incident. There i s no
expression of the fun that tlie child doubtless
enjoyed,
2,
This morning I got up ectrly,
I shovelled the snow from the
piazza, I shovelled a path to
the sidewalk. Then I shovelled
the sidewalk.
This is ortUnary and not of special interest.
The short concise sentences are arranged in an
orderly manner, however*
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3 .
I went to a sewing meeting,
Frances said the one who made
the best dress would get a prize,
Frances made a little waist, Ruth
made a dress and I ratwle a dress.
The beginning of this is good because it awakens
the interest of the listener, out interest dies
as the story progresses. The repetition of ”made
a dress" keeps this composition in the "Fair" group,
4 ,
¥(y sister, Anna has a box of blocks.
She li ke s to play wi th the m. Eve ry
night she plays with them. She
builds houses and churches and all
kinds of things.
This composition shows that the clii Id recognizes
the sentence. She has nothing of interest to
tell, however; hence, the repetition.
Grade Three - Good
1 ,
The door-bell rang last night,
mother told me to open the
door, I was afraid. So IIS’- mother
told me not to be afraid. When I
opened the door, there was r^r
father with a little dog for me.
The suspense in this composition is fine, A complete
incident is told in correct sequence. The repetition
of "afraid," and "open the door" keeps this compositior
from the excellent group. It could be improved to the
point of excellence.
I chop the wood eveijr Sttturday,
Mother says "Don’t chop yoiir
finger off," I am veiy careful.
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This composition holds to one phfct.se of the
subject and the sentences are closely related
in thoijight. It is better than fair because it
has a personal react! on,
3 ,
The Quarrel.
One day two crows were having a
fight over a worm, I settled the
matter for them, I got a worm for
each of them. That mde them happy.
This composition shows ability to think through
the incident to the end, Tlie second sentence has
a touch of the mature,
4 ,
Guess what I brought to school
today J A piece of soap. Do you
l^now why? I wanted to wash the
dusters.
The opening sentence immediately awakens the
interest while the question following closely
retains it. The closing sentence rounds out
a complete incident.
Grade Three - Excellent
1 ,
I couldn't find one of gloves,
I looked and looked ever^nwhere,
little dog had put it under
the ^ove.
An interesting incident told in clear well-defined
sentences. It starts right off 'with a good begin-
ning sentence, and is followed by two related
sentences, making ^ompo si ti on a corripiete unit of
thought.

2 *
On the way from Franklin Park
I saw a little white hunny.
He was nibbling a cabbage leaf.
He locked as if he liked it.
The sentence st ructure/^rfect* The second sentence
"He was nibbling a cabbage leaf" - shows a discrindna
ting choice of words which, to mind, puts the com-
position in the excellent class,
3 .
Last week I dreamed that the
bottom came out of ink-well«
The ink went all over books and
on n^'- pongee dress, I thought it
was as black as the stove, \71ien
ray grandmother called me I was glad
it was only a dream.
Here we have excellent sentence structure and
sequence. An amusing incident holds our attention
throughout. The closing sentence reveals the com-
fort the child experienced in discovering that it
was only a dream.
4
.
A stray dog followed me home on
Saturday. I gave hira^ome meat to
eat. Then I made a ni ce soft bed
for him to sleep in. Wlrieri I took
in the milk Sunday morning, out
sprang the dog, I haven’t laid eyes
on him since,
Tiii s composition proves that the child has thought
through the incident. The detail is excellent for
a third grade child, as shown in the expressions
"stray dog" - "a nice soft bed" and "out sprang".
It opens with a sentence of gripping interest,_ Tiiere
is an element of suspense which keeps interest alive
to the end, A commingling of disappointment and
humor is manifest in the expression "out sprang the
dog and I haven't laid e^res on him since".
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Grade Three Superior
1 ,
Prince is about the best friend I
have. When I come home, he is always
waiting for me. H@\\r delighted he is
to see we! He jumps up on me and wags
his tail. Mother says, dont see why
his tail isn’t tired - he wags i t so
much.’ ”
This shows superior expression of what the child has
to say. The first sentence i s of unusual merit for
the grade, A subtle appreciation of his mother*s
remark is apparent in his last sentence.
I had a wonderful vaccition until Mildred
K. told me that Santa was onlj^ a man
dressed up. When I told rry mother she
said that sometimes men do make believe
to be Santa, but that there really i^
a Spi ri t Santa Claus. Then I went to
bed happy’
Karri et
3 .
I hope ny doll went to a poor Jewish
girl when she travelled over the sea
with the Red Cross toys. Then Dolly
would understand when her new mother
said, "Ge shlofen. ** That is Jewish
for "Go to sleep^",
Natalie Yaffi
.
These are undoubtedly "Superior" compositions. They
are correctly told, with unity, sequence, and unusual
inte rest.
The first stor^/ is nothing but the relating of two
statements about Santa Ciau-s.. But it shov/s how the
bottom suddenly dropped out of Harriet’s world with
the loss of her faith in Santa, The attitude of her
sympathetic mother, and the restored peace of mind
are well brought out. Then she "went to bed hapiy."
I think the stor;.'' was well told because it was deepl^^
felt.
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In the second stoi^/ ITatalie’s interest in the
doll she gave for our Red Cross Box is ver;^'-
delightful, I think. It is its imaginative
quality that gives its charm.
In'^j;rati on of Engli sh wj th
The larger integrated activities can be conducted so
is to contribute directly to both the creative side of compcj
3ition and to the master^'- of fundamental language habits.
Che following unit of work on the Byrd Antarctic Expedition
.llustrates the possibilities of such «tchievement in connec-j
bion with any unit study. The report v/as compiled by a thiid
grade teacher in connection with a previous Extension Course
The Byrd Antarc ti c Expedj ti on
.
How I ry. ti This unit of work on the Byrd Antarctic
^expedition was initiated through an article appearing in a
oveirber issue of **1-^’' Weekly Reader," to wW ch the majority
f the class subscribe. In an oral language period Elizabeijjh
gave the following three sentence compositionj
**In Weekly Reader" I read about
CommEinder Byrd , He took all Id nds of
good things to eat with bd m to the South
Bole, He took barrels of candy".
The greater part of the class was irmnediately interest^
.n Elizabeth’s sl^orj^ for they also had read the same news
.tern. They were eager to tell what they knev/, Tlriey decidec
that there was much more they could learn about Commander
^
3vrd and his expedition through reciding. ITewspaper clippings
a
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egan to appear and all agreed th^it a space on the bulletin
oard might well he used for these, Pauline was chosen to
jee that all clippings were posted. At the end of each weel
:hey are taken down and pasted in a scrap hook for future
:efe rence
,
Viola made a hook at home wholly on her own initiative,
|t contained Commande r Byrd * s own stoi^^’ of his fight to croes
lie mountains, pictures of Byrd himself, his children at pla^’’,
Ids grandmother, his headquarters at the Antarctic, and the
lag that he carried over the North and South poles. The
Interest was further manifested hy the fact that irei.ny
children came to school with geographies brought frcm their
!iomes or the public library, Tliey could hardly wait for the
>pportuni ty to tell what they had read and places found on
he map. Two globes were brought to school wM ch proved of
great interest. An English period after Christas brought
>ut the fact that enthusiasm for the beginnings of geography]
uas responsible for five cliildren receiving glo'b'es for
iphri straaso
The period of earned leisure found the ciii Idren reading
geographies and tracing on the map and globe Commander Byrd*
irip, finding the places he stopped en route.
Procedure
.
Class discussion led to certain definite
questions concerning facts which the children wished to
8

know. These were written on the hoard and are as follows:
1. did Byrd go to the South Pole?
2, How naany men went with him?
3. Why did he need so many?
4, What did he take with him?
5o What clothing was necessary'’?
6o What kinds of food did he take with him? Why?
7o Of what use were the dogs?
8, Why did Byrd need so many dogs?
9. How did Byrd travel?
10. How far did he go hy boat?
11. Where did he get the boats?
12. How did he get the airplanes which he was to use?
13. When did he start to use the airplanes?
14. Why did he not go all the way from New York by air-
plane?
16. Where will he keep his supplies?
16. What id-nd of weather will Byrd find at the South
Pole?
Opportunitie s Uti li zed fo r Development jD_f_^bJec_t
l!atte r. The following outcomes in English develoi^d as a
result of the children’s interest in answering the preceding
and related questions.
Engli sh
.
Pood Beginni ng Sentences . In the development of good
beginning sentences I made use of tlie reading tliat the chil-
dren had done on the Byrd Expedition. Each clii Id gave a
topical sentence, Tlie following were those contributed,
1, There were big cracks in the ice and snow near
the South Pole,
2, Byrd left New York in August, 1928.
3, Byrd’s grandmother lived in Baltimore.
4, Rear Admiral Byrd left his airplane in Little
America,
5, Byrd’s children’s names are Richard, Katherine
and Bolling,
6, Byrd got to New Zealand at Thanksgiving time.
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1
7, Byrd and his inen were in Little America ever a
year,
8, Byrd’s hair has turned gray since he has heen away
9, :iany Eskimo puppies v/ere 'born in Little America,
10, Some of Byrd’s men went to look for copper one day
11. Byrd’s plane was called the ”Eloyd Bennett",
IS, Some of Byrd’s men made a nev/ kind of irctchi ne
called the " snowmoh i le . "
13. Byrd left fer Panama a few days ago,
14. One day when Byrd and his men were waiting for the
ships to come, they saw a lot of v/hales.
15. B37rd’3 men are coming from the coldest land in the
w 0 rid
,
16. Bemt Balchen was Commander Byrd ’ s pilot,
17. Byrd’s children live in Boston,
IS, The snow and ice near the South Pole were very
dange rous,
19, Commander Byrd stopped at Hew Zealand on the way
to the South Pole,
20, One of Byrd’s ships was called the "City of Hew Yc:
21, Byrd lost his favorite dog, Chinook, at the South
Pole,
22, The Eskimo puppies were ver^'’ much excited when
Commander Byrd and his mjen were leaving Li ttle
Ame li ca,
23, Commander By :rd ’ s menhuilt bases at Little America
24, Byrd’s grandmother lived to he over ninety years o
25, Some of Byrd’s men found a note from Ai/randsen at
the South Pole.
26, Bases were built in Little America.
27, The ’’City of Hew York" was stuck in the ice-pack,
28, Rear Acini ral Byrd had to fly over a very Mgh
plateau in order to get to the South Pole.
29, Byj^-f-and his men landed back in Little Arneilca
from the South Pole trip on Christmas Lay.
30, Byrd will have a great celebration when he returns
31, Byrd had a tempestuous vo^'-age across the Antarctic
water,
32, Byrd had to throw precious fo@d away on has trip
to the South Pole.
33, Paul Si pie is a boy scout,
34, There was great excitement in Little America when
the men got the radio message tliat the "City of
Hew York" was coning,
35, Byrd is a brave explorer.
36, Byrd has many radios with him.
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The ”Sinf;le Phase** Idea, In the development of the
"single phase" idea I made use of the sentences listed, I
wrote the sentences on pieces of paper. Each clii Id drew a
beginning sentence. If he could follow up the sentence he ftre-
ceijVed wi th a related middle and good ending sentence he did
so. If not, he exchanged with a cloi Id who had a sentence
which was more appealing and, therefore, more response pro-
volslng. Because the^j- couia draw on subject matter of common
Interest to all they were stimulated to a high id tch of
interest.
In other periods devoted to personal experiences, many
hmde use of their reading and told incidents of the Byrd
expedition, A geneir,! interest in air travel has been mani |
fest and as a result, we have had iminy short compositions
3uilt around this related center of interest. These lnclud|
3d visits to the airport, expe:riences in planes, accounts
of what they had seen in the "movies", and news items of th^
transcontinental flight of Mr. Hawkes in his glider.
The following are a few contributed:
1. In the paper I saw a picture of Sandy McEarlane.
He had a big snile on his face. He was hapiy- becaus<
he had just had a radiogram from Commander Byrd,
2. Rear Adrtd ral Byrd talked over the radio tlii s mcrnf-
ing. I could not^hear him verj^ well. Tlie dogs were
maid ng too much noise (static)
3. Rear Adiii ral Byrd talked over the radio tlds mcm[<
ing. He told his friend that he didn’t have to punc
a time clock in Little America.
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4, Rear Admiral Byrd spoke over the radio this morning
He said it was Wednesday where he wcis. It is Tuesday
here
,
5, In the geography I saw a picture of Amundsen with
his dogs. They were in the South Pole land, Ever3'’tMnj;
around was snow.
6, I saw an airplane land at the "beach, Ife^ny people ra:i
to tell the pilot it was forbidden to land there. He
started his motor going and flew :d ght away.
7, In the paper I read about !Tr, Hawke s. He flew across
the continent in a glider. He said tliat sorr^e day me.n;’-
gliders will be hitched to an airplane for people to
ride in. It will be called an air express.
8, Down at the beach I saw an airplane fail ix.to :h.e
v/ater. The coastguard had zo puli it to shore. The
passengers were all savea,
9, One day I saw an airplane land in sliallcw v;ater.
It had passengers in it who had paid five dollars for
a ride. The men took them ai^ore on *'pigg^^ back.
lOo One day when I v/as at the beach I saw an airplane
aoing stunts, I thought ever^^ ixiiiute it would crash
to the gro'una.
11. Dov;n at Cape Cod I saw a glider. A rear, was sta-rtin j
off in it. Some other men were helping him start with
ropes.
12
.
In the’*mnvie3" I saw a gljder. r)0me men vre-^ pullj
it with ropes. It v/ent hig}i in the air with its pile
It was only up a few minutes whexi it crashea to the
ground. It was brukexi to pieces.
'-g
^ •
13, I went to the airport. A pilot took kj/ sister and
me up in an airplaxxe. We v;ent up lots idgher than
the houses, I could see a trolley car c erring in the
distance. It looked like a toy car.
Ridd les. Another type of oral language in wliich the
children showed their interest in the Eyro. Expedition was
the riddle. I suggested they make believe the^'- were any
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person or thing - describe thercBelves and we would guess.
The following on Commander Byrd were given:
1, I am an American. I flew over the North and South
Poles, I had a long and dangerous fligiit, Wlio ami?
I am in New Zealand, I tal?<ed over the radio to
rry friends. They congratulated ire on wonderful
trip to the South Pole, Vho am I?
3, I am long and flat, I have two runners. Dogs pull
me over the deep snow, Wiiat am I?
4, I am very high and flat. I am in a country- of
high mountains, Comiiiander Byrd liad to throw food
avi^ay in order to fly over me, Wiiat ami?
5, I v^rent to Little Airerica for AumiralL^ra ana Ms
Liin, I got stucir in the ice-p«.cji. The luen diun’t
think I was ever going to get out. Wiiat am 1^
6, I sailed through the ice-pack. I v/as covered with
ice and snow, I Icckea like a giiost in the water.
Ylhat am I ?
Vl/ritten English, In tiie development of the paragraph
in written language the beginiiing sentences previously
listed were again used. The cid Idren chose a sentence. The^
iecided what their stor^^ would be and selected a title for
Lt, I listed the titles on the board, Fe studied them and
from observation learned the rule, "The first and importani
words of a title begin with capital letters," The placing
of the title on paper was then taught. Tiie time was over
^nd the papers were collected for use in a succeeding les-
son when the clii Idren wrote their stor^/. The class result
L s gi ven.
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f\^in_A^And^8eji_
Soice of Bird’s men found a note from
Amundsen at the South Pole, It was under
a> big pile of rocks. Oh, how happ;'- it m&.de
Byrd when he heard it,
Pauli ne
,
The Tri p ove r the
Rear Admiral Byrd l.ad to fly over a veiy
high plateau in oraer to get to lihe SouUi
Pole, His plane was so heavy that ‘iJfie pilot
asked Byrd to throw soiiie of his precious food
away. He iiated to do it for he needed it
so very miuch but it was the onl^'- way to get
over the pole*
Eli zabe th.
The Bases,
Bases wez^ built in Little Ajrfc‘.dca. All
kinds of supi>lies were kept in them, An
Ai£ierican flag was on top of ever;y one*
ho ui se
,
Chils tras at Little^ Am^yica
Byrd and his men landed back in Little
America from the South Pole trip on Christ-
mas Day, They laughed and talked about the
trip. They were ver^'’ happy that Chii stiras
because they had reached the South Pole.
Betty Hea-th.
B Y rd ^ s Crrandmo the r
Byrd's grandmother lived in Baltimore,
She was ninety -one 2rears old. How she is
dead, I guess B^/rd is sorrj".
Teresa,
Hew Zealftnd
Commander Byrd stopped at Hew Zealand
on the vvray to the South Pole, It was
i
b*
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summer time there. Wonderful
f rui 1 8 we re g rowi ng
,
Jerr\N
Chi nook
Byrd lost his favorite dog,
Ciiinook, at the South Pole, He was
very old. He went away one day and
never came back*
I-S. Id red.
The "Ci ty of _lfe Ypjc
One of Byrd^s ships wag called the
’’City of Hew York", It wag all covered
with snow and ice when it got to Little
America, The men said that it looked
like a big ghost in the water,
Phyllj s
The Holes
The snow and ice near the South
Pole wag ver;;’^ dangerous. It had big
holes in it. It looked like Sv/iss
cheese
,
Alin
The ®
The Eskimo puppies were very much
excited when Commander Bi’^rd and his
men were leaving for In ttie America,
They wanted to play with the men. The
men had no time to play because they
were so busy getting ready to leave
on the shi p,
Li ili an
Byrd^s ChiJ^jren
Byrd’s Ciiildren live in Boston,
Their names are Katherine, Bolling, and
Richard, They will be very happj/' when
thoir daddy oomga hocfc-u Joaep}il iit;.

Bernt
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Balchen
Bernt Balchen was Co irjnarider
Byrd’s pilot. He had a hiard trip
to the South Pole,
Geraldine,
The Equator
Byrd’s laen are corrdng from the
coldest land in the world. They
have to go through the hotte=Bt
place hefore they reach home. It
is called the Equator, It is just
half way between the Horth and
South Pole,
John
A Lo t of Whales
One day when Byrd and his men
were waiting for their ships to come
they saw a lot of whales. The}'- had a
little place in the back of thej r
heads that opened and shut. They
squirted water out of it so Mgh that
it almost went into the m£n*s faces,
Esther.
Byrd ’s Tri p Home
Byctd left for Panaira a few days
ago. He is corring on a rrai 1 steamer.
He will meet the ’’City of Hew York”
i n Panama.
Wi Hi am
A Snowmobile
Some of Byrd’s men made a new kind
of riSichine called a snowmobile. It went
well for a few days. Then it got stuck
in the snow. The men had to leave it
and walk back eighty rciles to where
the other men v/ere,
Dorothy
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The Flovd Bennett
Byrci*s airplane was called the
"Floyd Bennett." It was naroed for
a rran who died. He was a great
aviator.
Charlotte.
Fi nding
Seine of Byrd’s iren went to look
for copper one day. They fo’and some
in a mountain range. They eeni; a
radio message to Byrd telling iiiia
all about it.
Jame s
.
The Eski mo P>j.7^'Pi es
Many Eskimo puppies were bom in
Little America. They never sfc-w any
grass or trees until they got to
New Zealand. I guess they thought
all the land was ice and snow*
Eli zabe th.
s J^i r
Byrd’s hair has turned gray since
he has been away. He had so many worries,
I^fiaybe his children v/on’t know him when he gets
back*
Francis,
The Tempe rature e^t the Sc)\;ith Pole
Byrd and his men were in Little Ai/ierica
over a year. It was frigid cold there all
the time. Some days it was seventy-five
degrees belovj zero,
Joseph,
Tiianks f^i vj ng_ JXiy;.
Byrd got to New Zeeiland at Thanksgiving
time. It was summer. All kinds of fruit
were growing, Byrd liad fresh olives, figs,
and oranges for his Thanksgi vi rig dinner*
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Byrd* a Children
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Byrd*s children's names are BolDing,
Bi chard and Katherine, They live on
Briiomer Street in Boston^ Tiiey go to
school every day.
Anthcnj^,
The Airplanes
Rear Admiral Byrd left his airplanes in
Little America, Tlie wheels are going to
he taken off. They can tiavel over the
snow s&si^o
i'rancia
Byrd * s Ce leh rati on
Rear Admiral Richard E, Byrd
will have a hig celebration when he
returns. Bells will ring and hands will
play. People will ask him mb-ny questions,
Eohhy T,
These compositions shov/ the extent of the children’^s
reading and the fund of information gained,
C 0 p:/i ng Exe rc i se s
,
Another type of written langua.ge
is the copying exercise. We worked out cooperati vei^'-
some of the most interesting phases of Comr'tt-nder Byrd*
s
trip. The resulting compositions were written on the
hoard and copied into the "Class Storj'- Book*' which each
chi Id has.
Spelli ng, The spelling of many words was asked for
during the writing: of the stories. The following were se
lected and taught during the spelling periods;
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grandmother trouble people
because leaving comrt^ander
reached busy explorer
asked fruits supplies
built world message
every whales pi lot
radio oases ai rplane
Byrd Vocabulary. A Byrd vocabular3;’ is listed on the
blackooard and the children are keeping a record of new
words learned. The complete list incliides nan^s of cities
and countries, oceans, bays, and seas connected with the
expedition; the names of important members, of boats, air-
planes, and dogs; and also common words used in the
chi Id re n ’ s sho rt c o mi>o si ti o ns
•
This unit of work on the Byrd Antarctic
Expedition has extended over a period of five months and
interest is still keen. The children are excitedly looking
forward to Commander By iti ' s appearance in Boston, Pdcliard
has fixed the date for the class as his birthday, June
twenty -fourth.
Books and clippings are constantly pouring in reveal-
ing how far reaching and growth producing such a unit of
work may become.
Piy^T jv,
This project in supervision has had for its aim the
improvement of instruction in oral and v/ri tten composition.
Proceeding on the basis of actual and observed experience,
it has assumied the following facts concerning the present
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status of language teaching in the primry grades:
(1) Objectives established by recent scientific
studies are desirable and attainable,
( 2 ) These objectives are not satisfactorily'- achieved
in imny pri inary grades at present,
( 3 ) Failure to achieve these objectives is due, in
part to (a) the recent shift of emphasis to
••creative** values, with resultant neglect of
drill on essential langi.iage habits; (b ) miscon-
ceptions concerning the newer techniques: (c
)
misunderstanding of the meaning of oral composi-
tion; (d) failure to appreciate the functional
values of oral composition; (e ) neglect of oral
composition; and (f) to insufficient control of
the techniques essential to achievement of the
desired objectives.
Therefore, this Service Study ** has proceeded to show
how through the instrument of a proposed Extension Course,
Supervision will seek to break down present misconceptions
a.nd build up in their place a body'- of basic principles
and related data wiiich will determine for teachers wiiat
they shall teach and how.
To this end, the study has collected and organized
such data as would seem most productive of its purpose,
namely, to help primry teachers to acliieve rro)re efi'ectively
and economically those objectives generally accepted as
iesirable and attainable.
As a result of the plan outlined, and of the data to
oe disseminated, the following outcomes are expected:
1, A clearer conception of the aims of progressive
tendencies in education.
1
Term borrowed from Naples & Tyler, Research Jfethods
and Teachers Problems, }i!acmii:ian, 1950,
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A firmly established point of view concerning the
functions and purposes of language teaching in th^
primary gradeso
3o A clearer realization of the relation of language
to success*
4, A deeper appreciation of the teacher^ s respcnsibil|
i ty in the matter of language teacMng*
5, A more definite understanding of essential objectives
in both oral and written composition.
6, Better grasp of the psj/'Chology underlying language
teaching*
7, Extensive 3aiowledge of activities, methods and de-
vices which will achieve the following purposes;
a) Lead the child to talk.
b) Stimulate the diffident child.
0) Control and guide the voluble,
d) Develop recognition of the sentence*
e) Develop in the child the habit of using
clean-cut sentences,
f) Provide training and practice in orderlj'
arrangement of thoughts,
g) Provide training and practice in distinct
speech,
h) Provide training and practice in correc
speech,
1) Develop the cliild's vocabulary and awaken
his pride in the acquisition of
increased vocabulary*
j) Awaken recognition and pride in the use
of good beginning and ending sentence!,
k) Awaken an attitude of self-help and he
everj^'hody to speak and write effectively,
l) Teach the technicalities of wri tten
composition*
Suggest effective procedures for conduc
ing the various phases of written com
posi tion*
n) Suggest ways of conducting the coopera-
tive composition*
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o) Improve and develop tlie skeleton corn-
P0 8i tion^
p) Illustrate how large activity units
iray integrate effectively with the
teaching of oral and written cornposi ti o|h
Di sseirinciti on of such data as just outlined must
obviously/- acliieve the objectives assunjfcd and accordingly
result in irr.proved instruction in oral and written compos-
ition in the priroar:,'’ grades.
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